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Tbe Canadian Aanufagturer
The following Editions are published each month «

• • n  c-Jl4l », •• n «« — — r Alii»» »■ •• rJDInn »• * * rnnitrurtlnn «Mil Fnilinment Edition.**44 Power Edition,** 44 Office Edition,** 44 Machinery Edition,** 44 Construction and Equipment Edition.1

FOR OWNERS AND SUPERINTENDENTS OE K AU I OR I ES, SHOPS, MILES, WORKS AND BRICKYARDS

TORONTO, NOVEMBER -J7. Mills. New Series Vol. 1. No. 1*J.Voi„ 67. No. Hi.

BERTRAM BORING MILLS

72-Inch BERTRAM HEAVY BORING and TURNING MILL
The table has wide flat annular bearing near the circumference, élimina1 ing tendency to wedge under heavy 

cuts, or to lift table under side cuts. A lower step bearing, running in oil enables the table to be raised off the 
annular bearing when running at high speed. The heads, which are operated in all directions by power, are 
entirely independent in their movement both as to direction and amount of feed. Each bar has an independent 
counterweight. Bertram Mills are readily changed from belt to motor drive.

Our Boring Mill Catalogue will he sent to any address on request.

THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO., Limited, - Dundas, Ontario, Canada

3911
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LAURIE
Power Pumps

— FOR —

General Water Supply, Municipal 
Water Works, Mine Pumping, etc.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

ü ■ mil mi
MONTREAL

ALLEN RIVETERS

Admitted to be without a peer. 

Catalogs and prices on application

CANADIAN RAN D CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL

TORONTO 1105 TRADERS BANK BUILDING

HOT BLASTH EATING
Mechanical Draft

DRYING SYSTEMS OF ALL KINDS
FOR DRYING ANY MATERIAL

SHAVINGS EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
INSTALLED COMPLETE

Dry Kiln Trucks and Wheels. Lumber Dryers, 
Brick Dryers, Steel Brick Cars,

Transfer Cars, Turntables, Etc.

Stationary and Portable Forges, Cupola Blowers, Exhaust Fans, Planing Mill Exhausters 
Dust and Shavings Collectors, and Steam Specialties, such as Back Pressure 

Valves, Oil Separators, Exhaust Heads, Etc.
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINES

SHELDONS. LIMITED
Engineers and Manufacturers GALT. ONT.

Whes Writing Advertiser» Plei Mention The Cnnadlnn Manufacturer.
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—

GOLDIE CORLISS.
Wheelock Slow Speed.

Ideal High Speed
STEAM ENGINES

BOILERS, HEATERS, 
PUMPS, CONDENSERS

POWER HOUSE OF CORPORATION OF EAST TORONTO,
equipped with hcavv dutv GOLDir. corliss Everything Pertaining to Complete

Modern Power EquipmentENGINE, DIRECT CONNECTED.

We shall be pleased to send any of our Catalogs, with prices and any 
information required to persons interested.

THE GOLDIE & MCCULLOCH CO., Limited
CANADAONTARIO,GALT,

It. C. SELLING AGENTS 
Rubt. Hamilton Sc Co., Vancouver, B.C.

QUEBEC AGENTSWESTERN BRANCH
Ross tV (ireig, Montreal, Que. 248 McDermott Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

Reliable as Steam — But Cheaper
This Fact Is Dally Demonstrated by

Warren Gas Power Plants

[ ^F=-'VU-À

We ask you to take nothing on trust. 
We prove before asking you to pay. 
The ability of this apparatus to sus
tain continuous runs under the most 
severe conditions is attested by more 
than i.ooo power users. Let us tell 
you how to cut your fuel bill in half.

Sizes to 1,000 H.P.WARREN TANDEM ENGINE.
Engines of this type operating within a short
distance of Toronto have established World’sWrite for Illustrated Literature !

W. H. OLIVER CO.
McKinnon Building, TorontoExclusive Canadian Sales Agents

When Wrttlag Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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RGBB-MUMFORD

WATER TUBE BOILER
Free Expansion of Tubes, 
Perfect Water Circulation, 
Dry or Superheated Steam, 
Half the usual number of 

Handholes.

Robb Engineering Co.,
AMHERST, N.S. Limited

| Traders Bank Building, Toronto; William McKay, Manager.
DISTRICT OFFICES Bell Telephone Building, Montreal ; Watson Jack, Manager.

I Union Bank Building, Winnipeg; J. F. Porter, Manager.

M0RIS0N Suspension Furnaces
For Land and Marine Boilers

With Plain Ends or Flanged to any required shape.

Uniform Thickness, Easily Cleaned, Unexcelled for 
Strength, Unsurpassed for Steaming Capacity.

The universally satisfactory record of " THE M0FHS0N " proclaims it the best furnace made

MANVFM'TVliKD BY

THE CONTINENTAL IRON WORKS,, rS®' New York
Sole Canadian Agent MR. GEORGE HOLLAND, M.C. Soc. C.E., P.O. Box 529, MONTREAL

: 7"

When Writing Advertiser* Plei Mention The Cnnndlan Manufacturer.
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Shafting, Hangers
Pulleys

We are specialists in the line of Power Trans
mission Machinery,, and Elevating and Conveyor Machinery,
and by this we mean that we Design and Manufacture 
a full line of everything modern in the line 
T here must be an advantage in doing business 
direct with an organization such as ours is, 
because we are in a position to advise you as 
to what you ought to have, also we are in a 
position to say to you positively just when we 
can ship, because being Manufacturers we know 
just what we can do—and don’t require to ask 
anybody else about it—Now remember this 
when that next requisition comes in.

Dodge fUouffccttiriog 60.
TORONTO

When Writ lag Advertiser* Pleane Mention The Canadian Manufacturer
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Canadian General Electric Company, Limited
14-16 KING STREET EAST

MONTREAL
HALIFAX
OTTAWA

TORONTO

Canada.
WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER
ROSSLAND

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical Apparatus of All Kinds
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS FOR ALL PURPOSES

MISCOX

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. 
BE UP-TO-DATE.

Technical Books are a source of 
definite information.

MODERN SIHI ENGINEERING
In Theory and Practice 

by Iiakiinkr 1). Hisuox, is one of 
the latest.

PRICE $3.00
Fully illustrated by 405 specially made 

Kngravings anil Diagrams.

Any other Technical Book published 
may lie had

CANADIAN MANUFACTURER PUB CO..
Toronto, Canada

DIXON’S BELT DRESSINGS
We have Two Dressings for Belts:

Dixon's Traction Dressing for old, dry belts that are in poor 
condition, and Dixon’s Solid Belt Dressing, a quick, convenient 
cure for slipping or overloaded belts. Write for booklet.

JOSEPH CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.J.

FEED=WATER HEATER 
PURIFIER AND FILTER

Hoxv shall a business man without technical 
knowledge decide whether he had better choose 
a Webster F'eed Water Heater, or some other

One way is to pay a skilled Engineer to 
decide for him. Another way is to find out how 
many skilled Engineers investigated and tested, 
and learned that the Webster Heater is by tar 
the most economical. Either way is a good way.

DARLING BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

WEBSTER

FULL MOUNTED
DERBY SCREW PLATE NO. 119.
'/. 5/e 3/a 7X. '/« % % % r 

WITH ONE No.9 AND ONE No.II TAP WRENCH

BUTTERFIELD & CO.,
Rock Island, Que.

STAY BOLT TAPS, all diameters and lengths up to 94 inches.

SPINDLE STAY BOLT TAPS and TAPS for Screw 
Machines, and TAPS for all uses.

Regular and Full Mounted Reece and Derby Plates, Rlcycle. 
and Machinists’ Plates, etc., etc.

THREAD
taper STRAIGHTREAMER

Wkee Wrltler Aivertleere Please Mention The Canadian Manufactn

15
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ELECTRIC 
LIGHT and POWER 

PLANTS

ONE OK OUR 175 ENGINE TYPE GENERATORS AND 
AUXILIARY APPARATUS, FORMING THE LIGHT AND 
POWER PLANT OF SOMERVILLE LIMITED, TORONTO

SEE BULLETIN 1048

ALLIS-CHALMERS-BULLOCK
LIMITED .

WORKS “ ~ MONTREAL
SALES OFFICES :

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
NEW OLASOOW COBALT CALVARY

When Wtitles Advertiser» PI*nee Mention Th* I nnedlon Mneufectiirer.
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JEFFREY LOG HOIST

rOR OTHER ILLUSTRATION» OF

ELEVATING, CONVEYING, POWER 
TRANSMITTING MACHINERY

ASK FOR CATALOGUES SO AND 67A

THE JEFFREY MFC. COMPANY
COLUMBUS. OHIO, USA

Clnldlen Branch -Lagauohctlcrc and Cot» street! Montreal. Canada

YOU cm DO 1#
WHAT WE mt DOE II TOE STATES.

.Ve offer FOR SALK our CANADIAN 
PATENTS, on our Simonds Simple and 
Compound Vacuum Systems, Vacuum Val
ves and other features.

As our business in these lines in the 
States requires all of our attention.

These devices have been in use for four 
years.

We will assist purchaser in getting start
ed in this line.

A CLEAN, SAFE, PLEASANT AND 
PROFITABLE BUSINESS, necessitating 
NO SHOP OR TOOLS, and with a MAR
GIN of PROFIT that SHOULD SATISFY 
any business man.

We can CONVINCE you as to the truth 
of these statements if von MEAN BUSI
NESS and will investigate.

THE HEITII6 & SPECIALTY CO.
106 Washington Ave . DETROIT Mich.

No. la. Screweil No. 52. Screwed

We here illustrate our genuine Brass Weber 
Straightway, and our Weber Iron Body Straightway 
Valves

No better valves made on the Continent than 
these. AT. designs, material, workmanship, and 
thoroughly tested. Every valve guaranteed.

Those who use Kerr valves, continue to do so. 
We invite your esteemed enquiries. Write for 

Catalog.

The Kerr Engine Co., Limited
WALKERVILLE, ONT.

Morris Machine Works
BAlDaiNSVItli, N Y

Centrifugal 

Pumping 

Machinery and 

Steam Engines

New York Okkice : 39-41 Cortlandt 8t.
Hunion ft Hubbkll, Agents, 61 69 North Jefferson St., Chicago. III.

SPECIAL PU MPI' jQ 

OUTFITS TO SUIT 

SFECIAL 

REQUIREMENTS

Kntimatee Furnished 

upon Application

H. W. PETRIE, Agent
Toronto, Canada

When Writing Advertleere I» 'nee Mention The Canndlan Manufacturer.

D-D

7841
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POWER HOUSE"sUPPLIES
Dart Unions

SCREWED OR FLANGED 
FOR

EVERY USE REQUIRING TIGHT JOINTS

TWO BRONZE SEATS
prevent corrosion and provide for

A LONGER LIFE

GROUND SPHERICAL SEATS
insure an absolutely tight joi,.t no packing 
required.

SAVES TIME AND EXPENSE

Factory Toronto

FAIRBANKS-MORSE

Boiler Feed Pumps
FOR GENERAL SERVICE

The Stuffing boxes are of ample 
depth, and all parts are readily 

accessible.

STRONG
DURABLE
ECONOMICAL

mSFANNS-NtOftlf

.Factory Toronto

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO., Ltd.
MONTREAL

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER 
ST. JOHN, N.B. CALGARY

ri
When Writing Advertisers Plense Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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THE JOHN MORROW SCREW, Limited

Hot Pressed Nuts, Cold 
Pressed Nuts, Set

Engine Studs, Coup
ling Bolts.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
OF CANADA.

THE TELEPHONE

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING PURPOSES

The WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY

WIRES and CABLES
Insulated

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited
GENERAL OFFICES AND CANADA TORONTO BRANCH,
FACTORY, MONTREAL V H 11 H U H TRADERS BANK BUILDING

Bare and Insulated Electric Wire

Amerieanite, Magnet
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire

Klectric Light Line Wire, hivamlvsccnt and Flexible Cords.

Underground Uses.

THE IMPERIAL OIL COMPANY, Limited,
SARNIA, ONTARIO.

REFINERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

All Products of Petroleum
Main Offices: Marketing Department, Montreal, Winnipeg, St.John, Halifax. .

"hen Writing Advertisers flense Mention The Cnnadlnn Manufacturer.
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Toronto and Hamilton 
Electric Co.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS 
and DYNAMOS for all Circuits.

Hi. HA IKS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.

99-103 McNab N. - Ont.

Long Distance Phono 1103.

The Electrical Construction Co. ot London,
LIMITED

32 40 Dundas Street. London, Can

PERFECTION TYPK

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
Multipolar or HI polar. Direct- Connected or Belted.

Over 1500 cf our inachlneH in use.
We contract for complete Installations, including wiring of 

factories
We repair niachinoH of any make.
Descriptive matter and estimates furnished on application

Branches at VANCOUVER. WINNIPEG, TORONTO.
MONTREAL. HALIFAX

Jones & Mooie
Electric Co. Ltd

Manufacturers

DYNAMOS 
and MOTORS

Alternating and 
Direct t urrent.

Over 8000 Machines In use
Repairs to all makes of 

machines.

204-300 ADELAIDE STEE1T WEST, TORONTO

TRANSFORMERS
FOR

LIGHTING OR POWER 
SERVICE

THE
PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.

LIMITED

Works : ST. CATHARINES
Montreal Office 

127-198 Bell Telephone Bldg.
Winnipeg Office 
Somerset Block

"hen Writing Advertisers Piet

74
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| Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co.,Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

BRIGHT COMPRESSED STEEL SHAFTING
From % lo 5 Inches in Diameter. Guaranteed Straight and True to within ijfaoo of an Inch.

Spring. Reeled Machinery, Tire, Toe Caulk, Sleigh Shoe, Angles, Special Sections and 
all Merchant Bar Steel. Sheet Steel up to 48 inches wide.

RAILWAY AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CAR AXLES, FISH 
PLATES, SPIKES AND TRACK BOLTS

Tee Rails, 12, 18, 24 and 28 lbs. per yard.

HEAVY FORGINGS A SPECIALTY
«• SCOTIA" RIG IRON FOR FOUNDRY USE.

WORK» TRENTON, N.S., and SYDNEY MINES, N.S.

HEAD OFFICE-NEW GLASGOW, NOVA SCOTIA

The Hamilton P’eel & Iron Co., Limited
HAM ,’ON, CANADA

Basic Open Hearth
Steel Castings 

Bar Steel Bar Iron
Angles Bands Washers

Specialty of Machine-Straightened Tire Steel

Pig Iron
Foundry Basic Malleable

Wkem Wrifles Aêverf acre Please Meetloe The Caaadlae Maeefeeterer.
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LOW CAEBON

STEEL CASTINGS
MADE BY THE FAMOUS OPEN HEARTH BASIC PROCESS.

Aliy casting from j pound up to 4000 lbs. supplied from two days to a week after 
receiving order. Rush orders may be delivered in one day. We will be glad to quote prices 
for your work.

BEST STEEL CASTING CO., LIMITED
VERDUN, MONTREAL, QUE.

THE ALCOMA STEEL CO., Limited
SAULT STE. MARIE. ONT.

is now booking orders for

STEEL RAILS
For delivery during the Beaee n of 190S

- Parties intending purchasing will find it to their inter
ests to let us have their specifications at an early date so 
as to ensure desired deliveries.

DRUMMOND, McOALL & CO.,
UKFIOE : General Sales Agents.

Canada Life Building, MONTREAL.

CANADA IRON FURNACE CO., Limit*
Montreal, Radnor and Three Rivers

Manufacturer» of the well-known

“f< T Ü ” Three Rivers 
G.l.r. ch .rcoal

Suitable for Car Wheels, Cylinders 
and Fine Castings, where the ut
most strength Is required. Pig Iron

UNSURPASSED IN STRENGTH BY SWEDISH. RUSSIAN 
Olt AMERICAN CHARCOAL IRON.

Offices : Canada Life Insurance Building, MONTREAL.

RIVETS —TUBES - PLATES

three .of our lines which we arc 
prepared to supply promptly—at 
satisfactory prices—and best quali
ties.

Climax Rivets our specialty, for 
boiler or tank work.

See Monthly Stock List

THE
BOURNE-FULLER CO.

IRON. STEEL.
PIG IRON.

COKE.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Pittsburgh Office, 1126 FrlcK Bldg.

THE CANADIAN COPPER COMPANY.

NICKEL for NICKEL STEEL
THE ORFORD COPPER COMPANY.

WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

General Office. : 43 Exchange Place, NEW YORK.
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PRIZE MEDAL! HIGHEST AWARD PHILADELPHIA, 1876. FOR SUPERIORITE 0' DUALITE. 
SKILFUL MANUFAGTURE. SHARPNESS. DURABILITE. 1 UNIFORMITE OF GRAIN

GENUINE EMERY
OAKEY'S Flexible Twilled Emery Cloth. 
OAKEY'S Flint Paper and Glass Papei 
OAKEY'S Emery Paper, Black Lead, etc.

Manufacturers : JOHN OAKEY & SONS. Limited,
Wellington Mille, LONDON, ENGLAND.

Rnquiriti thould hr addreued to—

JOHN FORMAN, 708, Craig Street, Montreal.

The Jones & Larson
or Hartness Type

FLAT TURRET LATHE
Built absolutely as perfect as the U S. machine

Ask for Catalogue

fruiEEThe Stevens Company of Galt, Ltd.
GALT, - - ONT.

CANADIAN BILLINGS & SPENCER, Limited
WELLAND, Canada

Genuine “B & S" COMBINATION PLIERS. Drop Forged 
from Tool Steel. Every pair guaranteed

A I
TRADE MARK

Turnbuckles, Drop Forged
from Solid Steel. Absolutely free from welds

Send Blue Prints or Models for Estimates on Your DROP FORGINGS

- TV

-I

DO YOUR TUMBLING
in a Globe Improved Tilting 
Tumbler and get finest results 
quickest and cheapest. It’s made 
in 6 sizes for all purposes in wet 
or dry work.

"GLOBE"
Dies and Stampings, Special m/rMtJng "lutte min»" 
Manufacturing Contract Work zine frec- a8k for

M The Silent Partner '

THE GLOBE MACHINE A STAMPING CO..
•77 Hamilton St., CLEVELAND, OHIO

Canadian Agent ; H. W. PETRIE, Front St. W., Toronto, Canada
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UNION DRAWN STEEL CO., Limited
NfANUKACTVRKRS OF

Bright Finished Steel 
Shafting and Shapes

LARGE STOCK OF

Round», 106 null, A"»i"'oa-»ij QfficB and Works
Squares, J" to Hexagons, V’to 2”

HAMILTON, Canada

SHAFTING
Cold-Drawn and

Dû, Rolled Steel
I ,-T

Rounds, Squares,
Hexagons and Flats

fiet our Prices on any size.

THE

Canadian Drawn Steel Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CANADA

Will run in a wet 
place and give better 
satisfaction than any 
other belt made.

mm

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

About ‘AMPHIBIA 
Waterproof Belting

Sadler & “
TANNER» AND MANUFACTURER»

MONTREAL TORONTO

NORTHERN ALUMINUM CO., Limited
Shawinigan Falls, P.Q. Business Office Pittsburgh, Pa.

^X/CrilVXXIET TJXÆ----
INGOTS — SHEETS - TUBING, ETC

Aluminum Stamped. Cast, Spun Articles of any Description to Order.

ALUMINUM WIRE and CABLES for ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS

3874
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6ANAPIAH IRON S fOUNPRY GO.
LIMITED

SMALL DIAMETER WHEELS AND AXLES FOR CONTRACTORS. CAR WHEELS.

CASTINGS OF ALL KINDS
Special

Castings
Flange Pipe

Branches
Hydrants

Valves

Head Office: IMPERIAL BANK CHAMBERS, - MONTREAL

(
Hamilton, Ont. Montreal, P.Q.
St. Thomas, Ont. Three Rivers, P.Q.

Fort William. Ont. Londonderry, N.S.

Valve Boxes

and General

Supplies

-(FAO-O

455* iX

ACHESON -GRAPHITE~The Purest in the World
Manufactured in the Electric Furnace. Write us for full information regarding the use of this material 

in lubricating compounds, pipe joint compounds, as foundry facing), for electrotyping purposes, etc. 
ACHESON-GRAPHITE ELECTRODES. Best for Furnace Work 

Works at NIAGARA FALLS, ONT......................................NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL-ACHESON-CRAPHITE CO., Niagara Falls, N. V., U. S. A.

Albert Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURKKvS OF THK WELL-KNOWN

Calcined Plaster ™
HILL3BOROUQ-H, TST.B., Oaistada..

' Hammer 
Brand"

DATENT ROCK 
* WALL PLASTER.

James Thomson, J. O. Allan, James A. Thomson, Ale*. L. Oartehore,
Prep, and Man. Dir. Vice-Pres. Secretary. Tm*‘Treasurer.

The GARTSHORE-THOMSON PIPE & FOUNDRY CO.

CAST IRON PIPE
3 In. to 60 in. diameter.

Fçr Water, Gas, Culverts and Sewers “ffiu k“d."S Flexible and Flange Pipe
WATIR WORKS SUPPLIES ILTON, ONT.

Bank of Hamilton
J. TURNBULL, Qer.eral Manager

HEAD OFFICE, HAMILTON, ONT

Capital.

•2,600,000
Keeerve.

$2,500,000

Over SO Branches Throughout the Dom
inion of Canada.

VolleoUotiH made in all parte of Canada 
on most favorable terme.

When Wrltleg AivertUere Please Mestloa The Caasdlao Manufacturer.
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7 AH,

IlFB
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I Bfc

FOR SALE
1 he above Plant and Buildings, with 8 acres of land, 106,715 square leet of which is covered 

with substantially built Brick Buildings, comprising Foundry, Core Room, Machine Shops, Warehouses 
and Offices.

This Plant constitutes an up-to date Radiator Plant, in first-class running order. The Foundry is 
the finest on the Island of Montreal, and is suitable for any class of work.

Dimensions of Buildings :
Warehouse 200 ft. x 80 ft.
Offices 60 ft. x 60 ft. 2 Stories
Machine Shop 287 ft. x 60 ft.
Testing Room 60 ft. x 60 ft. 2 Stories
Mill Room 60 ft. x 70 ft.
Core Room 70 ft. x 50 ft.
Core Ovens 25 ft. x 12 ft.
Sand Sheds 75 ft. x 45 ft.
Cupola 30 ft. x 30 ft.
Engine Room 4c ft. x 30 ft.
Boiler Room 40 ft. x 30 ft.
Foundry 206 ft. x 70 ft.

These buildings are built of solid brick walls 12 inches thick, on a stone foundation 24 mche* thick, 
this foundation itself is built on rock. The Foundry is 26 feet high, all other buildings are 17 feet high. 
The roof is a gravel one, the foundry roof being supported with steel trusses from wall to wall.

G.T.R. Siding on the premises.
One mile from Lachine Canal Locks, with direct shipping facilities to the west.
Labor plentiful, skilled and unskilled. 17 years exemption from taxation.
These buildings are practically new, only being built in the years 1903 and 1Q04 
Freight same as Montreal.
The above will be sold En Bloc or separately. For further information apply to

ALEX. DESMARTEAU, Liquidator
60 Notre Dame East - - - MONTREAL

Wtif* Writing Advertisers Plenev Mention The Cenadlnn Maaofnrttirev.
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BUYERS’ GUIDE and DIRECTORY
This Department has been started to bring together those who have to sell specialties 
for the factory, mill or foundry and these buyers who are " in the market ’’ for such 
lines. Readers of this paper will And this department o»'f of the most useful features 
of the paper. Mention the paper when you make enquiries of advertisers.

Metal Specialties Hardwood Flooring vises

Hardwood Flooring — End Matched 
Bored, Polished and Bundled

82 Confederation Life Bldg., 
TORONTO

Wiarton.

Taps and DiesBench Power Press Wire Cloth

Bench Vine*
Drill Vines 
Miller Vines 
Pattern Makers

Get Our Prices.
The Stevens 
Mfg. Co , Limited

C. H. JOHNSON

Iron, Brass and Copper

WIRE CLOTH

St. Henry, Montreal

DDRC HAMILTON 
DllUOii ONTARIO

Braes Founder» and Flnlehere, 
Metal Sp«nn»re, Stampers, Platers, 
Patterns, Special Toole and Dise.

It will pay you to write us for anything id 
Brass, Copper, Aluminum, Zinc, Steel or 

White Metal.

W. H. BANFIELD & SONS
Machinists and Die Makers
Makers of Power, Drop 

and Screw Preeeee

TORONTO
TAPS OF ALL KINDS 

A. B JARDINE & CO, Heepeler, Ont

Engraving and Die-Sinking

TORONTO SïîïcV WORKS, Ltd.
II. 0. FELL & 00.)

Rubber and Steel Stamps
Seals and Brands. Memorial Brasses.

Door Plates.
137 Church Street, - TORONTO

Paints and Varnishes

THE CANADA PAINT CO.,
Limited

OIL CRUSHERS, LEAD GRINDERS
Color Manufacturers, Varnish Makers

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

Plating

Electro and Close Plating on all .
Metals I

Brass Finishing and Spinning 
Carriage Lamps Made and Repaired

P. KENT
37 Vitre S. W„ MONTREAL,

Fire Brick

ONTARIO LIME ASSOCIATION
Builders’ Supplies

Dealers in Scotch and American Fire 
Brick, Fire Clay, Fire Tile and Cupola 
Blocks Always a full stock on hand,

118 Esplanade Street East, TORONTO
Phone Main 6*73

Fire Doors

STANDARD 
AUTOMATIC 
FIRE DOORS
Approved by

Vnderwrlters
Richards Mfg. Co

446 St. Paul St. 
Montreal

Galvanising

WORK AND 
P RICES 
RIGHT vAAlt*** ONTV WIND

ENGINE & PUMP CO,
TORONTO. ONT LIMITED

Scales

THE GURNEY SCALE COMPANY
Established 18A6

Manufacturer* of

STANDARD SCALES
HAMILTON, Ont., Canada

Rivets and Steel Products

The PARMBNTERX BULLOCH CO . Ltd 
OANANOQUE, ONT.

Iron and Copper Hi vet*. Iron and Copper Burrs, 
Bifurcated and Tubular Rivets, Wire Nails. 
Copper and Fteel Boat and Canoe Nails, 
Escutcheon Pine, Leather Shoe and Overshoe 
Buckles, Bit ’traces, Felloe Plates

Roofing Materials

LOCKERBY & McCOMB
Tarred Felt, Building Papers, 
Ready Roofing, Carpet Felt,

Pitch and Coal Tar.
65 SHANNON ST Montreal

Wood Patterns

WOOD PATTERNS
ALL KINDS

High Oratle ; Right Prices : Prompt Delivery

THE HAMILTON PATTERN WORKS
HAMILTON, ONT.

. Textile Mill Crayons

ANY COLOR OF CRAYON
that you want can tie obtained from us.
We sre specialists for Cotton, Woolen 
and Worsted Manufacturers. No trou
ble to send samples.

LOWSI.L CRAYON CO., - Lowell, Ma**.
Original Manufacturers.

Fire Brick

Fire Brick, Stove Lining*, 
Locomotive Arch Block*,
Special Fire Brick*,
Muffles, Boiler Block*

Unusual and out-of-the-way orders a specialty.

Montreal FlreBrlck ATerra Cotta Co.
8t. Elizabeth and St. Ambrose Sts., Montreal

Hack Saws Abrasive Wheels Gears
Cuts Bare 6*6 Inch 

fLU- 1 Round or Square CANADIAN HART WHEELS, LIMITED RAWHIDE
Needs no attention af 

IFn|gj ter work is flat tn vise
Ha if Automatic stop when
éH 1 piece is cut off

462 Barton Street, HAMILTON
Corundum and Emery Wheels 

Grinding Machinery
^«aaLGEARS

• , MANUrACTVHKD BY

* V' the horsburgh ^■WKs . •et & SCOTT CO.
f ,1 EJ Improved arm keep-.
1. “aw peifectly in line at

V w til time-. Get Prices.
Operating

Canadian Corundum Wheel Co.. Limited
P. McKenzie, Guelph, Ont. llart Corundum Wheel Co.. Limited * Cleveland, Ohio.

When Writing Advertiser» Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer
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Buyers' Guide Paper Ste'jl Concrete Engineers

CANADA’S MANUFACTURERS 
1909 - Industrial Blue Book -1909 

BOYERS GUIDE
Published on Subscription only

The Manufacturers List Co.
Montreal and Toronto. Canada.

Office Furniture

- FINE
BANK Off ICE
OOUflt HOUSE ft jrrii£- 0W6 STONE flTTiNCS. X^lSENO FOR C

Paper

WM. BARBER & BROS.
Georgetown, Ont.

Manufacturerai of . . .

Book and Fine Papers

Toronto Paper Manufacturing Co.,
Cornwall, Ont.

Manufacturera of Engine Sized Superfine 
Papers, White and Tinted Hook Papers, Blue 
and Cream Laid and Wove Fool*caps, Account, 
Envelope and l ithographic Paper*, etc.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company
OF CANADA, LIMITED 

Manufacturers of Reinforcing Steel 
Concrete Engineers 

28 JORDAN ST.. TORONTO
Office* WALK Kit VILLE

Writing Paper Testing of Materials

The ROLLAND PAPER CO.
moil GRADE PAPER MAKRRS 

Maker* of
" Superfine Linen Record "
" Karnsclitfe Linen Bond "
" Empire Linen Bond "
" < olonial Bond ”

MONTREAL

Chemical and Phy*lcal Testing of lr< u. Steel, 
Alloy*, Cement and Material* of all kind*.

THE TORONTO TESTING a ABORATOBY, 
Limited, 18 Saturday Night Bulldlug.

AHHOciate* : The Detroit Testing laboratory 
Prompt Service. Accurate Result*.

Our price* are right Write for quotations an 
get synopsis of our yearly contract plan.

Ralls Junk Dealers

JOHN J. CARTS MORE
88 Front St. W.. Toronto.

and SUPPLIES,Rails New and Secondhand.
For RAILWAYS. TRAMWAYS. Err. 

Old material bought and sold.

WE BUY SCRAP
Old Copper, Hra**, Zinc, i>ead. Iron, Rub

ber, Rag*, etc. Best price* paid. Wholesale 
and Retail Dealer*

THE MONTREAL METAL CO.
120 Shannon St. MONTREAL

re />
S3

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
Patent Attorney», Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, Hydraulic 

Constructing Engineers, Chemical and Mining Experte, Contractors 
Builders, Architecte, Auditors, Accountants, Etc.

EDWARDS, MORGAN & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
18*20 King St. West, Toronto

Phone Main 1168
EDWARDS A RONALD, WINNIPEG

CHARLES H. MITCHELL. C.E.
Member Canadian Society Civil Engineer*. 
Member American Society Civil Engineers. 

A HBOC. American In*t. Electrical Engineer*.
Hydro-Elect™ Engineer

Rooms 1004*5 Traders Bank Bldg.,
Telephone Main 7396 Toronto

C. j. FEN SOM, M.E.
Consulting Engineer

ABERDEEN CHAMBERS. TORONTO 
I Office. M. 1928 lhone8|Rwifdence N 2967

Machinery Designed. Supervised. Inspected and 
Contracted tor. Te*l*, Report*, Electric Light 

Plant*. Power Plant*. Pumping Plant*.

H. J. Bowman. M. Can. Soc. C. E.
A. W. Connor, B. A., C. E., A.M. Can, Soc C. E.

BOWMAN & CONNOR.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS

Fireproof Mill Buildings In Steel and Con
orote, Waterworks. Sewerage. Electric Plant*, 
Bridge* and Foundation*.

Ckment Testing Laboratory.
36 Toronto St., Toronto. Tel. Main 5724 
Branch Office, Berlin. Tel. 122B

RODERICK J. PARKE
A.M. Amer. Inst. K.K.
A.M. can. Soc. C.E.

CONSULTING ENGINEER
Continental Life Bldg., - TORONTO 

Long Distance Telephone.
FOR MANUFACTURERS Design and Con 

Htruoting Industrial Plants -Lighting - Fewer 
Transmission Factory Power Diatrl 
button — Steam Plante - Hydraulic
Powers.^ g1FOgTS_vALUATIONS

Cable Address. “Rodparke." W. IT. Code.

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS, Etc.

HANBURY A. BUDDEN
NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING, 

MONTREAL.

CHARLES BRANDEI8, C. E.
A. M. Can. Soc. C.E.

Mem. kr. Electro-Chemical Soc., etc.
CONSULTING ENGINEER

To Provincial Government. Municipalities, etc.
Estimates, Plan» and Supervi*ion of Hydraulic 

and Steam, Electric Light. Power and Railroad 
Plant*, Waterworks and Sewers.

Arbitrations, Reports and Specifications.
62 63 Guardian Building, MONTREAL

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO. 
Bureau el laspcctlon. ten» aid Coaialtatloa.

66 Broadway, New York : 1121 The Rookery. 
Chicago; Monongahela Bank Bldg., Pvttbrurgh ; 

Norfolk House, Cannon St., K.C. London. 
Inspection of Rail* and Fastenings, Cars, Loco

motives, Pipe, etc. : Bridges. Buildings aua othei 
Structures. Chemical ana Physical Laboratories. 
Reporta and estimates on properties and processes.

PROMPTLY SECURED
We solicit the business of Manufacturers, 

Engineers and others who realize the advisabil
ity of having their Patent business transacted 
by Experts. Preliminary advice free. Charges 
moderate. Our Inventor's Adviser sent upon re
quest. Marion & Marion, Reg'd., New York Life 
"Mg, Montreal : and Washington, IML, U.S-A.

HATdJTQ TRADE MARKS 
|JH I U! I 0 and DESIGNS 

FREE Set of Sketching 
Instruments to each In
ventor.
C. C. COUSINS

N.Y, Life Bldg. MONTREAL, Canada

A. C. NEFF & CO.,
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

70 Victoria St., TORONTO
Phone Main 1880.

Audits and lnve*tigations a Specialty.

DOMINI TAG, LABEL 8 TICKET GO.
Limited

Manufacturers and High Class Printers
Folding Botes — Tag Invoice Envelopes
10 8t. Peter Street,

MhIii 5629
MONTREAL

Typewriter Supplies—rypew.
Office Furniture

Phone Main 2776
CHARLES B. WALSH

General Typewriter Agency 
30 St. John Street MONTREAL

Various make* of Typ<‘writ» rx, now, hccoimI liuml ami rebuilt.

REPAIE
Mimeographs 

Duplies
and Supplies

.4.M.C.S.C.E. isa.A.I.KK.

DeGASPE BEAUBIEN
B.SC.

ELECTRICITY
LIVERPOOL A LONDON * GLOBE BLDCL

MONTREAL

METALLI C

serais
METALLIC ROOFING C?LIMITE D
TORONTO,CANADA.

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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WATER CURTAIN
ON THE OUTSIDE OF

YOUR BUILDING
Not only protects it from the 
FIRE in a neighboring building
but REDUCES YOUR 
INSURANCE rate from 
40% to 70%

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS

W. J. McGUIRE, Limited
TORONTO and MONTREAL

FOR FACTORY 
CONSTRUCTION

There <■ no other material quite eo satisfactory — 
CHEAP. WARM. FIREPROOF. DURABLE aa

“Acorn Quality" 
Corrugated Sheets
Don’t tie up unnecessary capital in 
expensive buildings. Write us and 
we’ll tell you how to build at small 
cost, thus leaving the bulk of your 
capital to develop your business.
Our Catalogue is Free for the Asking

----------------------------The----------------------------

Metal Shingle & Siding Co.
LIMITEE

PRESTON, ONT.
Montreal Toronto

Wbeo
Repeat Orders 
Gon)e

It <• pretty good 
evidence of eatle 
faction given In 
the fleet tnetance.

Duplicate 
Orders for

«THE EMPIRE LIGHT
Are the rule

rather than the exception!

HAVE YOU HAD ATRIAL INSTALLATION MADE YET?

The Empire Light Co.
•urn. » PACKARD BUILDING

=:.To"d MONTREAL

KAHN SYSTEM
The Popularity of the Kahn 
System Is Increasing Daily. 
There is a Reasor ....

IT HAS BEEN PROVEN ECONOMICAL 
IT HAS BEEN PROVEN FOR SAFETY 
IT HAS BEEN TESTED BY FIRE 
IT HAS BEEN TESTED BY EXPLOSION

Oar Literature Telle the Story. Learn to Know 
THE TRUSSED BAR ; THE CUP BAR :
RIB METAL; HY-RIB ; RIB LATH, ETC.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co., ot Canada, Ltd.
WALKERVILLE TORONTO

Agenclee: MU88EN8, LIMITED, Montreal ; W18TERN SUPPLY 
A EQUIPMENT CO., Winnipeg; ELLIOTT BENNETT 
CO., Edmonton

When Writing Advertisers Please Menlloe The Caaedltin Manufacturer.
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Manufacturera if

HIGH GRADE MACHINE TOOLS
LONDON MACHINE TOOL CO.

Limited
HAMILTON, - CANADA

ROOFING
pAINTINO a

work. Buying 
the paint is 
expense. Both 
are needles* If 
your roof 1* 
Amatlte.

When you 
finie!» laying 
Amatlte, take 
away your 
ladder, pick 
up your ham
mer and knife, 
go away and 
leave the roof 
to take eare of 
tt*elf. A few 
year* later you 
may go hack 
and look at it 
if you care to, 
but it won't 
be necessary, 
and there 
won’t be any
thing to do.

Thin is due 
to the fact 

that Amatite ha* a real miner
al surface—a surface that is too

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG ST. JOHN. N.B. HALIFAX, N.f.

strong to need protection too 
durable to require painting

If you buy one of the smooth 
surface roofings you will have 
to paint it every two or three 
years-to keep it from leaking. 
In fact, such roofs depend on 
the paint almost entlr- ly for 
their waterproofing qualities

Amatite on the other hand 
depends for its waterproofing 
upon double layers of Co Tar 
Pitch,—the greatest known en
emy to water.

Amatite comes in rolls of 110 
square feet ready to lay. No 
special tools are required, and 
anyone can lay it properly,

A sample of Amatite will be 
forwaided free on request. 
Send for it and see how much 
better it Is than the kind which 
requires painting to keep tight

“ It holds, where others fall *

WE WANT YOU TO TRY

tdcfcs*'

SHEET and SPIRAL 
PACKING

Lang Fibre Asbestos and Rubber 
Perfectly Combined

Manufactured In Canada eolely by

THE 6ÜTTÂ PERCHA & RUBBER MFC. CO.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED 

Head Office»

47 Yonge Street, - TORONTO
BRANCH!»

MONTREAL WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

Kenyon’s
PATENT COTTON 
DRIVING ROPE

RECOMMENDED BY THE 
LARGEST ENGINEERING 
FIRMS IN CANADA

IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD

RENOLDS CHAINS

JONES &GLASSG0
MONTREAL

Wkea Wrttla* Advertisers Please Mealies The Caaadiaa Maaafaetarer.
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IT IS UP TO YOU
to investigate the merits of the 
B. B. & CO. presses. Do you 
know about our Four Point 
Instantaneous Clutch ?
It saves Time and time is 
Money.
We manufacture a Full Line 
of Foot and Power presses. 
They are Strong, Durable, 
Efficient, Easy to Oper
ate.
Write for illustrated catalogue.

THE BROWN BOGGS CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

PRESSES, DIES 
HEAVY SHEET METAL TOOLS

OUR NEW FACTORY 
located at St. Catharines, 
Ont., is now ready for 
operation. It is the Most 
Up-to-Date Plant of its 
class in America.

OUR LARGELY IN
CREASED FACILI
TIES will enable us to 
serve the trade more prompt
ly than ever before.

THE WHITMAN & BARNES MEG. CO.
CANADIAN FACTORY AND SALES OFFICE :

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.

80568994
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Industrial Training in Fitchburg
A Co-operative Plan of Industrial Training Which Is Being Inaugurated by 
the Fitchburg Iron Workers’ Association and the City Authorities Where
by a High School Training and a Shop Training Is Given at Same Time.

In the Nov. 20 issue of The Canadian Manufacturer 
is given a complete description of the co-operative en
gineering courses of the University of Cincinnati, whereby 
students put in alternate weeks in the university and in 
the shops in the city. It is a six year course, and the 
work in the shops is laid out as carefully as it is in the 
university. The scheme was devised more than two years 
ago by the Dean of the College of Engineering, who placed 
it before the Cincinnati branch of the National Metal 
Trades’ Association. The manufacturers thought well 
of the scheme and have done their share towards making 
it a success. Reference to the article will show the details 
of this co-operative engineering course, and the re
markable success it has met.
k jv K H Co-Operative Trade Education.
» The same idea is contained in the plan of industrial 
education laid before the authorities of Fitchburg, Mass., 
by the Fitchburg Iron Workers’ Association recently, 
except that instead of the shop training being combined 
with a university course in engineering, it is combined 
with the regular high school course. The students work 
in pairs and alternate weeks in the shops and in school, 
as in the co-operative engineering course at Cincinnati.

A scheme somewhat similar to this was inaugurated 
some years ago in Niagara Falls, Ont., by the Standard 
Hearings, Limited, who made arrangements with the 
High School Board of that city to take a limited number 
of students from the High School and give them a prac
tical training during the summer vacation—In this way 
it was hoped to sort ou' the boys who had a natural 
inclination for the mechanics1 trades. As far as it was 
carried out this plan showed good results. Of course 
to make a really good showing the scheme should have 
been a little more comprehensive. A variety of industrial 
enterprises should have been interested in the plan.

The plans for this industrial school at Fitchburg were 
laid before the city authorities and the School Board 
at a banquet given by the Fichburg Iron Workers’ Associa
tion recently. These plans provided for an industrial 
school to be incorporated in the present high school 
system. These plans were readily taken up by the City 
Government and have been put into operation. The 
idea is somewhat unique and bids fair to become an es
sential factor in industrial education in towns and cities 
of limited size throughout the country.

The plan is in the form of an apprenticeship system 
whereby boys, having passed the first year in the high 
school, take up during the next three years a mechanical 
course, studying one week in the school and the following 
week working in the shops. A special instructor has 
been employed and special text books provided. The 
boys are taken in pairs by the manufacturing companies. 
The boy who has studied in school a week on Saturday 
morning at 11 o’clock goes to the shop, and learns on what 
particular job his partner has been working and how it is 
handled, so that he can come in the following Monday 
morning and begin work where the other boy left off. 
Thus he follows the shop course without necessitating 
instruction on the part of the shop foreman.

Mr. Hunter, the man in charge of this work, has had 
more applications than could be taken care of the first 
year.

Details of School Curriculum.
The school course is as follows:

Fitchburg High School. 
CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL COURSE.

FIRST YEAR, ALL SCHOOL WORK.
Periods

Subject per Week.
English................................................................. 4
Shop mathematics................................................ 5
Mechanics............................................................. 5
Freehand and mechanical drawing...................... 5
Current events...................................................... 2

SECOND YEAR, SCHOOL AND SHOP WORK.

Periods
Subject per Week.

English.................................................................. 4
Shop mathematics................................................ 5
Chemistry............................................................. 4
Electricity and heat............................................. 4
Freehand and mechanical drawing...................... 8

THIRD YEAR, SCHOOL AND SHOP WORK.

Periods
Subject per Week.

English.................................................................. 4
Shop mathematics................................................ 4
Commercial geography, business methods and

conditions...................................................... 4
Advanced chemistry or industrial chemistry 5 
Freehand and mechanical drawing..................... 8

FOURTH YEAR, SCHOOL AND SHOP WORK.
Periods

Subject per Week.
English................................................................. 4
Civics and American history................................ 5
Applied mathematics........................................... 5
Mechanical and freehand drawing....................... S
Discussion of current mathematical appliances 2 

Work in the Shop.
The shop work consists of instruction in the operation 

of lathes, planers, drilling machines, bench and floor 
work and other machine work, according to the ability 
of the apprentice and pertaining to the particular branch 
of manufacture in the shop where he is employed. The 
rules and conditions of this system are:

Rules and Conditions.
Rules and conditions under which special apprentices 

taking the four-year co-operative industrial course at 
the high school of Fitchburg are receiving for instruction 
at the works of

First. The applicant for apprenticeship under this 
agreement must have met satisfactorily requirements 
for entrance to this course at the high school.

Second. The apprentice is to work for us continually 
well and faithfully, under such rules and regulations as 
may prevail at the works of the above company, for the 
term of approximately 4,950 hours, commencing with
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the acceptance of this agreement and in such capacity 
and on inch work as specified below:

Lathe work, planer work, drilling, bench and floor 
work.

And such other machine work, according to the capacity 
of the apprentice, as pertains to our branch of manu
facturing.

This arrangement of work to be binding unless changed 
by mutual agreement of all parties to this contract.

Third. The apprentice shall report to this employer 
for work every alternate week when the high school is 
in session, ami on all working days when the high school 
is not in session, except during vacation periods provided 
below, and he shall be paid only for actual time at such 
work.

Fourth. The apprentice is to have a vacation, without 
pay. of two weeks each year during the school vacation.

Fifth. The employer reserves the right to suspend 
regular work, wholly or in part, at any time it may lie 
deemed necessary, and agrees to provide under ordinary 
conditions other work at the regular rate of pay. for the 
apprentice during such period.

Sixth. Should the conduct or work of the apprentice 
not be satisfactory to employer, he may be dismissed 
at any time without previous notice. The first two 
months of the apprentice’s shop work are considered a 
trial time.

Seventh. Lost time shall be made up before the ex
piration of each year, at the rate of wages paid during 
saiil year, and no year of service shall commence till 
after all lost time bv the apprentice in the proceeding 
year shall have been fully made up.

Eighth. The apprentice must purchase from time to 
time such tools as may be required for doing rapid and 
accurate work.

Ninth. The said term of approximately 4,950 hours 
(three-year shop term) shall be divided into three periods 
as stated below, and the compensation shall he as follows, 
payable on regular pay days to each apprentice:

For the first period of approximately 1,050 hours,
10 rents per hour.

For the second period of approximately 1.050 hours.
11 cents per hour.

For the third period of approximately 1,050 hours. 12) 
cents per hour.

Tenth. The above wage scale shall begin the first day 
of July proceeding the apprentice’s entrance upon the 
first year of shop work of the high-school industrial course. 
The satisfactory fulfilment of the conditions of this con
tract leads to a diploma, to be conferred upon the appren
tice by the school board of Fitchburg upon his graduation 
which diploma shall bear the signature of an officer of 
the company with which he served his apprenticeship.

Features ok this System.
There are many towns and cities throughout Canada 

in which the manufacturers and the high school authori
ties might co-operate in an educational scheme such ns 
this.

The Grand Trunk Railway have a very efficient 
apprenticeship course in their different shops. The boys 
taking this apprenticeship training are usually boys 
without a high school education. The apprenticeship 
scheme includes class two nights every week during fall 
anil winter months, at which the boys are taught arith
metic, elementary algebra, elementary mechanics and 
mechanical drawing. The instructors conducting these 
classes very often have considerable trouble with many 
of the apprentices because of their lack of intelligence 
and lack of ambition. The continued demand is for a 
better class of boys—boys who will take an interest in

their work and in their future—boys who will dcvelope 
into good mechanics instead of second rate or poor ones.

This co-operation of the high school course with a 
shop training is likely to attract intelligent and ambitious 
boys—boys of a better class than usually drift into shop 
apprenticeship courses. It will tend to make the mechani
cal trades more attractive. And perhaps one of the best 
features of co-operative schemes is the chance it gives 
a boy of judging whether he is fitted for the mechanical 
trades. The boys' instructors in the school and those 
having charge of them in the shop, if they consult toget her, 
can tell whether to encourage or discourage the various 
hovs in the pursuit of the mechanical trades.

The graduates of such a course will have a good high 
school education, which coupled with the practical train
ing they would get, will enable them to make good me
chanics of themselves, or if ambition and ability warrant 
it, good mechanical engineers. There could be no better 
preliminary training for a course in an engineering college.

To sum up, there is a demand for boys of a better calibre 
foi1 the mechanical trades. This co-operative scheme 
will tend to satisfy the demand. Besides the many other 
obvious good points in this plan of education, this one is 
most important.

[In future issues of The Canadian Manufacturer 
will appear further articles on technical and industrial 
education of interest and value to manufacturers and 
others.—Editor.)

Cutting Metals With Oxygen
By Jacques Boyer.

The process of cutting metals by a stream of oxygen, 
patented by the German Oxhydrie Co., has lieen em
ployed with success in numerous establishments for 
several years. The operation is performed by means 
of a blowpipe with two nozzles, of which the first delivers 
an ignited jet of mixed oxygen and hydrogen, and the 
second a stream of pure oxygen. The pressure is regulated 
by a gage attached to the oxygen tank. The oxyhy- 
drogen flame and the stream of oxygen strike the same 
part of the metal, which after being heated by the flame 
is rapidly cut, or rather burned, through by the oxygen, 
the temperature being raised to 1,300 or 1.400 deg. F. by 
the combustion of the metal The cut is as smooth as a 
sheared cut and requires little or no finishing. The 
chemical composition and physical properties of the 
material are not affected beyond a distance of rlo inch 
from the cut. The precision of the cut varies from 
i'« inch in plates less than 2 inches thick to ) inch in 
the thickest objects, and the width of the cut varies 
from ) to 1 of the thickness. Armor plates cun be 
cut in one-twentieth of the time required for mechanical 
cutting, and the sharply localized heating probably 
causes less strain than punching and shearing develop. 
If oxygen costs two cents and hydrogen two-thirds 
of a cent per cubic foot, the cost of cutting an iron plate 
; inch thick is about 7} cents per running fool about 
half the cost of mechanical cutting.

Special machines are constructed for rutting various 
objects. The pipe-cutting machine is made in a number 
of sizes for pipes up to 4 feet in diameter. The nozzles 
are attached to a frame which is easily adjusted to the 
proper position on the pipe, and are guided by a small 
wheel that runs around the pipe. Another" machine 
is designed for rutting flanges and lateral openings in 
pipes for branch connections. Then there is a machine 
which cuts oval, round, and square manholes in large 
pipes and boilers. In the plate-cutting machine used 
in very thick plates the nozzles arc moved in a straight
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line by a long screw and a hand wheel. Finally, there is 
a “universal” machine which can be arranged to make 
curved and polygonal cuts of any pattern in addition 
to the simpler cuts effected by the other machines. 
A special form of this universal machine is exceedingly

Cutting a Steel I team with Oxygen.

useful in taking apart machinery and steel building 
It operates by cutting oil the heads of the rivets, whin, 
are then easily driven out.

The range of usefulness of the oxhydrie process is 
very extensive. The process is regularly employed in 
many rolling mills, boiler shops, and machine shops, 
and it is used in steel foundries for the removal of runners 
and sink heads on castings. It is also employed largely 
in cutting plates for the hulls and armor of vessels, in 
demolishing iron vessels and buildings, and in cutting 
up scrap.

The advantages of the process are well illustrated 
bv the following examples, taken from actual practice. 
In the dust catcher of a blast furnace, made of \ inch 
plates, seven openings for branch pipes, each 8 feet in 
diameter, and four holes over 2 feet in diameter, were cut 
by two men in (> hours at a total cost, for labor, gas. etc., 
of $15.50. It would have taken two men at least two 
days to cut one of the large holes with hammer and 
chisel.

A brace plate for a locomotive base was cut out of a steel 
plate i inch thick in one hour. The aggregate length 
of cutting was 22 feet.

A sink head 3 inches thick and 10 inches long was 
removed from a steel casting in 4 minutes with 40 cents' 
worth of gas. A sink head H inches thick and 10 inches 
long was cut from the flange of a valve case in three 
minutes. Three runners about two inches thick and 
with an aggregate length of 30 inches were cut neatly 
from the flanges of another valve case in 11 minutes at 
a cost of 57 cents. The removal of runners and sink- 
heads with planing and shaping machines is a very 
difficult, tedious, and expensive operation; and after it 
is completed, it is necessary to send the castings back

from the machine shop to the foundry to be annealed. 
The oxhydrie process is applied in the foundry to casting* 
hot from the mould, which are annealed before they go 
to the machine shop for finishing.

The dome of a blast furnace was removed by cutting 
it into four parts with the oxhydrie apparatus. The 
actual cutting was done in 70 minutes, and the furnace, 
with its new dome, resumed operations two days sooner 
than would have been possible with the methods usually 
< An old cruiser, containing 14-inch armor and
guns 3 feet in external diameter, was reduced to scrap 
ready for the furnace in 2A months. The old method 
would have required 18 months.

In cutting up scrap precision is not required, and 
consequently very rapid progress can be made. Four 
tons of scrap can be cut up in a day by apparatus con
trolled by one man. With the oxhydrie process the 
work can be done at any place, thus saving transporation 
charges, and far more cheaply than by the old methods. 
The process has already been adopted, for cutting scrap, 
by nearly three hundred railroad machine shops, ship 
yards, and other establishments.

The oxyhydrogen nozzle of the oxhydrie apparatus 
is cooled by water and other heat absorbed so effectually.

The^Oxygen Metal Cutting’Outfit.

that flame striking back is immediately cooled below 
the point of ignition, and consequently extinguished, 
so that all danger of explosion is eliminated. The cooling 
device also serves the purpose of mixing the gases in
timately.—Scientific American.

A lot of departments are always calling for more 
help when what they need is more method. And a lot 
of department heads are not delivering the goods, though 
they are capable, just because they are wasting time and 
energy doing hand-work when they are being paid for 
brain-work. It pays to take a look around once in a 
while just to keep a business from falling into bad habits 
How about yours?—Silent Partner

6604
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THE TURN IN THE TIDE
Trade returns for October of this year show a decided 

improvement. Exports have increased and imports 
decreased compared with the corresponding month of 
last year. This increase of exports of domestic products 
amounts to $2,602,074; and the decrease in imports 
amounts to $5,221,515.

The total value of domestic exports for the month 
was $26,299,212, as compared with $23,697,148 for the 
same month last year. Exports of agricultural products 
increased by about four millions, while exports of the 
mine and of animals and their products each fell off 
about one million. Total imports, exclusive of coin and 
bullion, were $26,262,985, as compared with $31,484,500 
for October, 1907.

For the first seven months of the present fiscal year 
the imports entered for home consumption totalled 
$162,908,302, a decrease of $59,726,936, as compared 
with the same period of 1907. During the seven months 
coin and bullion were imported to the value of $7,212,812, 
as compared with $1,396,375 last year. Exports of 
domestic products for the seven months totalled $136,- 
408,263, a decrease of $12,862,525. The total trade for 
the seven months was $318,406,985, a decrease of $73,- 
216,434.

MONEY PILING UP IN THE BANKS

A year ago it was difficult to get money. Even well 
established firms were kept pretty close by the banks. 
Many firms found it difficult to secure funds to carry on 
their ordinary business. From the bank statement for 
October of this year is evidence that such is far from 
being the case now. The report showed that bank de
posits in Canada during October had increased to the 
extent of $11,362,879, while the business of the country

absorbed by way of current and call loans only $3,322,014 
more than during the previous month.

When it is remembered that the crop movement began 
very early this year, and that the farmers were paid for 
their wheat and other products promptly, it will be under
stood that several million dollars of the increase in 
deposits may be due to the plentifulness of money in 
the rural districts. But there were probably also tl e 
fruits of greater thrift in the towns and cities when he 
pinch of the past year has taught caution.

Whatever the cause, the bankers of Canada are con
fronted with the fact that they have to earn interest on 
ninety-six millions of capital and six hundred and sixty- 
seven millions of deposits, or a total of $763,000,000 
leaving reserves out of consideration -on loans at home 
and abroad of $659,000,000.

This situation will make it necessary for the banks 
to loan more freely than they have during the past year. 
It surely points out that the country is in a position to 
support an increase of industrial activity.

The banks will he forced to stimulate business by loan
ing freely wherever good security offers. Therefore for 
any legitimate enterprise, for necessary improvement or 
expansion of established enterprises, ample funds at 
reasonable rates should easily be obtainable at the 
present time.

For instance, if a manufacturer needs new buildings, 
the present is surely an opportune time to put them up. 
Materials and labor are lower in price than they have been 
in years: banks are out with telescopes after good in
vestments. If a manufacturer needs new equipment, 
now is the time to buy it. Banks are most anxious to 
make good loans, and good terms can . he secured from 
manufacturers and sellers of factory and mill equip
ment.

This condition of affairs cannot last long. With re
turning prosperity, the Banks will have no trouble in 
securing all the investments desired, and it will not be so 
easy to secure loans; and at the same time manufacturers 
and supply houses will be busy, and it will be more 
difficult to secure terms such as can be obtained at the 
present time.

What the railways are doing is generally a pretty good 
indication of the industrial situation, and the way the 
construction departments of the Canadian Pacific Railw ay 
and Grand Trunk Railway are getting down to work, 
is a pretty good indication of returning prosperity. Mr. 
D. McNicoll, general manager of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, says that the construction department of that 
company is now busy building new' equipment at nearly the 
pace marked out when the country was in the heyday of 
prosperity. The Angus shops, he said, are turning out 
20 freight cars a day, and will be doing so for the next 
six months at least.

Coast ruction of new locomotives has also been resumed 
at the Angus shops. Half a million dollars have been 
appropriated for this between now and the close of the 
fiscal year in June, and nearly $2.000,000 will he spent in 
passenger car equipment.

The Grand Trunk has just placed an order for 1,000 
steel hopper coal cars with the Pressed Steel Car Co., 
of New York.

The Canada Car Co. is still busy with orders for Grand 
Trunk Pacific rolling stock, turning out about eight 
cars every working day, as it has been doing for the last 
four years. The original order was for 10,000 cars, 
and this has been executed and a new one undertaken. 
The cars are worth $800 each, representing an expenditure 
of about $2,000,000.
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Sand-Lime Brick Plant in Edmonton
Detail Description of the Sand Lime Pressed Brick Plant Installed by the 
Berg Machinery Co., Toronto, lor Pressed Bricks, Limited, Edmonton.

A large sand-lime brick plant has just recently been 
installed in Edmonton, for Pressed liricks, Limited, 
by the Berg Machinery Mfg. Co., Toronto, which is 
shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The Perg Machinery Mfg. Co. recently became a 
joint stodc company, and purchased the plant formerly

Fig. 1 is a general view of the plant. It is situated at 
the base of a hill. The sand is taken into the plant by 
gravity conveyor, which, however, is not shown in the 
illustration. The lime is taken into the plant by truck 
from the storage house to the left of the plant, part of 
which is shown in the illustration. This storage house is 
convenient to the Canadian Pacific Railway siding at 
the base of the hill.

After progressing through the plant in the regular way 
the bricks are taken out the lower end of the plant on 
trucks, and are stacked as shown in Fig. 2.

The sectional views, Figs. 5 and (i, show the progress 
of the sand and lime until the mixture reaches the press 
and is pressed into bricks.

Fig. 3— Showing the Four Mold Berg Press and Method of 
Loading on Trucks from Machine.

From the gravity conveyor, which brings the sand froni 
the top of the hill to the plant, the sand is taken by 
bucket conveyor to the rotary sand dryer, as plainly shown 
in Fig. 5. This rotary dryer is a two shell drum, the sand 
being in the inside drum, and steam being fed into the 
annular space between the two shells. The dryer 
is operated from the line shafting through belt, friction 
clutch and gearing, as shown in Fig. 5. A suction fan 
operates in the mouth piece of this rotary dryer to remove 
loam and other foreign substances. The difference in 
the weight of the silica and loam after having been 
thoroughly dried makes it comparatively easy for the 
fan to remove the loam and leave the silica. From the 
dryer the sand is dropped into the storage bin.

As before stated the lime is taken from the storage 
house, slaked and pulverized, and delivered to the storage

Fig. 1—General View of Exterior of Brick Plant at Edmonton.

occupied by the Canadian Shipbuilding Co., in Toronto. 
A great deal of money has been expended in thoroughly 
overhauling and equipping this plant. The Berg Ma
chinery Co. have spared no effort or money in gaining a 
strong foothold in the Canadian market ; and the company 
have shown great faith in the future development of the 
country. Already they are reaping the rewards of their 
foresight. This company will manufacture all the equip
ment necessary in brick plants as well as the brick presses 
and machinery. This will include engines, boilers, 
producer gas plants, etc.

This new sand-lime brick plant in Edmonton built for 
Pressed Bricks, Limited, has a capacity of 20,000 bricks 
per day of 10 hours. The plant is arranged so that it can 
be operated day and night. The entire equipment of the 
plant was built by the John Inglis Co., Toronto, for the 
Berg Machinery Co., this contract having been started 
before the Berg manufacturing plant had been fitted up 
and equipped. ^ 1

The power equipment consists of a 150 h.p. Corliss 
engine and a 150 h.p. boiler, built by the John Inglis Co.

Fig. 2—Showing One Days Production on the Truck» and the 
Method of Stacking.
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bin. The slaking is done over night usually. The lime 
is placed in baskets on the truck and taken to the slaking 
or hardening cylinders, as shown in Fig. 4. From there 
it is taken to the pulverizer.

Bricks. Limited, and the llerg Machinery Co, hav- 
received several letters of appreciation from officers of 
Pressed Bricks, Limited, among them being the following 
letter from the President:

l i II l I i i i | 11

Fig. 5—Sectional View of Plant, Showing Path of the Sand

as—

In Fig. 8 is 
shown the four- 
mould Berg press. 
It will be seen 
that there is pro
vision for a second 
press. As the 
bricks come from 
the press they are 
placed on the truck 
a s shown, and 
taken to the hard- 
ening cylinder. 
Fig. 4, which is 
capable of holding 
a day’s output. 
The brick is left in 
this cylinder over 
night usually, and 
the next morning 
taken out the op
posite end and 
stacked as shown 
in Fig. 2, when it 
is ready for use.

This plant has 
been thoroughly 
tested by Pressed

"Edmonton, Alta., June It), F.HJK.
‘‘The Behc, Brick Machinery Co., Limited, Toronto.

“Gentlemen,—It gives me much pleasure to add 
my testimony t what has been written by the other 
officers of the company regarding the sand-lime brick 
plant you installed for us here. When we first opened 
negotiations with you, we were informed that with your 
machinery we could manufacture bricks composed of 
114 per cent, of sand and ti per cent, of lime, equal if not 
superior to any bricks turned out in this part of the 
country. We ordered our plant from you, and it is now 
running. The bricks we are turning out are far beyond 
our most sanguine expectations: they are simply magni
ficent, both in shape, color and quality. The machinery 
works like clockwork. To-day we are drawing brick 
and putting them in the post office building hot from the 
cylinders; and when we consider that yesterday, the 
material for these bricks was in the sand bank, and that 
there are no delays,- but simply continuous process, no 
burning, no waste, we believe that we have one of the 
greatest profit making industries in this part of the 
country.

“I cannot apeak too highly of the pleasure it has been 
for me to do business with your firm, and you have not 
only done what your contract called for, but more.

"Wishing you abundant, success in the future.
" Yours truly.

“ Pressed Bricks, Limited.
“Per Chas. May. President."

[In future issues we will publish description of other

Fig I Showing Berg Hardening and Drying Cylinders

From the storage bins the sand and lime are taken in 
proper proportions by automatic measuring devices and 
discharged into a mixer. From this the mixture is de
livered to an elevator, which takes it to the second floor 
where it is moistened, and again mixed. From this wet 
mixer it is fed to 
the brick press.
The sectional view.
Fig. ti. • gives a 
good idea of the 
travel of the lime 
and the mixture.
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brick plant», tlie object being to place before our readers 
the several methods of making bri. k for building purposes 
used in Canada. Editor ]

Efficiency Factors
The conditions of modern industry are such that 

industrial survival is possible only by unceasing effort 
to increase the efficiency of all the agents of production 
and distribution.

So zealous has been the effort to enhance the efficiency 
of the various factors, that, nowadays, the successive 
advances are relatively small as compared with those made 
two or three decade* ago.

In some cases, as for instance the steam engine, the 
demand for greater 
efficiency has re
sulted in the aban
doning of effort 
along previous lines 
and a turning to 
a n entirely n e w 
held, such as the 
turbine.

In the case of 
almost all instru
ments and tools, 
the improvements 
made from week 
to week now are 
very alight — yet 
no modi heat ion 
that shows actual 
increase in effici
ency, no matter 
how small, is con
sidered unworthy 
of notice.

It has been as
serted that some 
of . the big depart
ment stores of the 
large centres of 
population do busi
ness on such a close 
basis that their 
profits are made 
only by discounting 
their bills. 0 f
course a two or Fig ti—Sectional View of Plant, Showing Path of Lime and Sand to Brick Press,
three per cent. -
profit would b e
no profit at all were it not for the fact that these big 
stores are able to turn over their stocks many times in 
a year.

While every industrial concern that has been successful 
during the past several decades has been so because of 
its attention to the efficiency phase of its business, it is a 
fact that until a very few' years ago this attention was very 
one-sided. Tools and processes were carefully studied 
but the human factor was just as studiously neglected.

But things have changed. It is realized now that the 
right kind of worker will produce more, even with inferior 
tools, than some other workers will with the most efficient 
instruments. So now the employee is as carefully 
studied as the machine.

Lighting, ventilation, shop conditions such as hours 
of labor, rest periods, safety-devices, the right kind of 
superintendence, bonus-systems—in short anything that

Catalogues Worth Having
These Catalogues will be eent by 
toe arms upon request. Mention 
The Canadian Manufacturer.

King Oil Furnaces.—Bulletin No. 1, October, 1908, 
published by the engineering department, Francis Hyde 
& Co., Montreal. Four furnaces designed for special 
work are described in this bulletin: the King oil heater, 
for removing and replacing locomotive tires, fitting laps 
on boilers, etc. ; the King portable rivet furnace; the King 
flue welding furnace; and the King Crucible furnace. 
Strong claims are made for these oil furnaces on grounds 
of both economy and efficiency.

There is always a market for brains—the only prob
lem is to locate the market

will contribute to the physical and mental satisfaction 
of the workers, is lookeil into ami made use of.

There are men who do nothing else Imt study shops 
and industrial institutions of all kinds just to make 
suggestions which will put concerns on the right track. 
These men are earning salaries that would make many 
other professional men jealous. Their work goes by 
many names, but the commonest is “welfare work."

The subject of increasing efficiency is one that no busi
ness can afford to neglect: and few are neglecting it 
to-day. Naturally the problem in every concern has its 
peculiar angles and must be studied for each business 
individually But there are certain general principles 
that underlie the solution of every problem in this line, 
just as surely as there are general principles on which 
every question mechanical is based. Silent Partner.
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Some Notes on Shop Lighting
•A Timely and Workmanlike Discussion of the Relative Ad
vantages of Various Methods of Shop Lighting and the 
Details of an Adjustable Bracket for Incandescent Lights.

By W. 8. Giele

All our conceptions of size, forn and pro
portion are dependent on mental impressions 
produced by relative values of light and 
shade. The workman’s ability to produce 
pieces true to size and of pleasant form and 
proportion depends on nothing so much as on 
the truth of his mental impressions of these 
relative values. The best practice in shop 
lighting would therefore seem to resolve itself 
into means for producing differences in inten
sity of illumination of the correct relative 
values not only so as t< produce the true im
pressions of size and form but to produce 
them with the least possible fatigue to the

LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION.

There is a range of illumination through 
which it is possible to distinguish objects, but 
the brightest points are so little illuminated 
that the eye cannot readily be affected by the 
less bright points without considerable strain 
on it and the whole range of light values pre
sented to the vision is so near the point where 
it is not possible to see at all that very little 
difference in relative light values is distinguish
able, giving rise to false mental impressions 
as well as fatigue of the eye. On the other 
extreme are the objects so brightly illuminated 
that too much light enters the eye. In this 
case the darkest portions of the objects have 
a light value near or beyond the limit of the 
eye's capacity and the effect produced is 
again a strain on the eye and wrong impress
ions of size and form because the eye cannot 
distinguish the difference in intensity of illum
ination of various points on the object.

There is, however, a middle ground be
tween the two extremes where the darkest 
point on the object is sufficiently illuminated 
to be distinct and the brightest point not co 
bright that it is dazzling. It is through this 
range that we get the clearest vision with the 
least fatigue because we arc getting true im
pressions of relative intensities regardless of 
what the absolute intensity of any point may 
be.

More trying than either too bright illumina
tion or too little illumination is the fluctua
tion from one to the other or even from the 
right amount of illumination to either too 
bright or too little such as is produced by a 
flickering source of light or one which is swing
ing so that points on an object are alternately 
in the light and in the shadow.
'"'•The foregoing considerations would lead to 
the conclusion that the most efficient illu
mination would be one in which:

The darkest shadow is not dark enough to 
strain the eye in the attempt to distinguish 
details.

The brightest point is not bright enough to 
dazzle the eye.

The light rays reach the eye only by reflec
tion from the object we wish to see and never 
directly from the source of light.
P The source of light remains constantly of 
the same intensity and perfectly stationary. 
„lThe most important and best source is 
always, of course, natural. Direct sunlight

is, however, too brilliant for close vision- 
though not too brilliant for comparatively 
distant objects out of doors where the eye is 
not kept for a long period on small details.

Direct sun rays should never fall on the 
object under observation. The liest illu
mination is obtained from ample windows 
facing to the north or from skylights so arr
anged that the direct rays of the sun do not 
come through them. Where it is necessary 
to admit direct sunlight it should lie through 
ribbed or ground glass or through translucent 
shades so that it will lx; diffused.

Arc Lamps.
For general illumination during the dark 

hours the source of light should lie placed 
as high as possible to ob'ein an even diffu
sion over the floor area prevent sharp 
shadows and to protect the eye from direct 
rays. For this purpose an open arc lamp 
is not well suited because its light is emitted 
from a very small area of very high intensity, 
giving rise to sharp shadows which are trying 
to the eyes and misleading. In this case 
the shadows arc often illuminated brilliantly 
enough for perfect vision but objects in the 
shadow are not visible because the relative 
intensity in illumination of points out of the 
shadow is so much higher that the eye is 
adjusted to this higher value which is pre
dominant. The flickering to which these 
lamps arc subject whenever the feeding 
mechanism becomes deranged is also very 
trying.

The inclosed arc gives a much better 
illumination because the light rays are given 
off in all directions, and their source distribut
ed over a large area, so that shadows are less 
sharp. The flickering due to irregular 
feeding of the carbons, however, sometimes 
takes place.

Mercury Vapor.
A most excellent light for general shop 

illumination is the mercury vapor lamp. 
Although the color values are not true 
with this light, its bluish-green quality is 
very restful to the eye. This light owes 
its good illuminating qualities to the fact 
that the source of light rays is distributed 
throughout the length of a long tube and does 
not have a high intensity at any one point. 
Though rather sensitive to voltage fluctua
tions which sometimes cause the light to go 
out, it is remarkably steady and no trouble 
is exj>erienced when the voltage is kept 
within easily attainable limits. This lamp 
also has the advantage of not requiring 
trimming and of a very high efficiency in 
regard to current consumption.

Gas Lighting.

Gas lamps of the mantle type give a steady 
illumination with good diffusion but are 
frequently impracticable where vibrations 
would rapidly destroy the mantles.

Open gas flames are always subject to 
flickering, but where a large number are 
employed and placed at some height the 
aggregate effect may be quite steady.

Local illumination at the bench, vise, or 
machine is, however, the most important 
because of its more direct effect both on 
the work and the workman. Yet it usually 
receives the least attention. Here the light 
must be near the object and near the eye. 
Nowhere is it more true that a little light 
where it is needed is worth more than any 
amount of it where it is not needed. To 
be effectual the light must lie perfectly steady, 
readily adjustable to any position and shaded 
to keep direct rays from the workman’s 
eyes. It should also be protected against 
mechanical injury.

A good oil lamp on an adjustable bracket 
and with a suitable shade is available any
where at any time though, of course, it re
quires considerable attention.

The mantle type of gas lamp is also well 
adapted to local illumination provided 
it has an opaque shade to protect the eyes 
and a ground globe to diffuse the rays as it 
is relatively quite brilliant.

Incandescents and their Adjustment.
The incandescent electric light, however, 

is generally conceded the best means for 
local ilium .nation from all considerations 
of effectiveness, availability, economy of 
operation and minimum care required. 
Yet how often do we find it dangling unshaded 
from a long cord glaring in the workman’s 
eyes so badly that it is hard for him to see 
a.iything else and chasing shadows from 
side to side as it swings. How often does it 
hang where it it most wanted? To be com
pletely effective this light should be provided 
with a cone-shaped shade to keep the light 
out of the workman’s eyes as well as to con
centrate it on the work. Tin shades are 
cheap and also protect the bulb from mechan
ical injury. Of equal importance is some 
form of adjustable bracket which will keep 
the light stationary and exactly where it will 
do the most good. This bracket should be 
adjustable with one hand without the manipu
lation of thumbscrews or equivalent devices.

In conclusion the writer feels that he 
ought to add that he has merely recorded 
a workman’s experience with shop lights 
as he found them in various plants rather 
than attempted to cover the whole science 
of illumination.—Castings.

OUTPUT OF ONTARIO MINES.
For the nine months ending September 

30 the mines of Ontario produced $12,205,795 
worth of mineral, according to a statement 
handed out from the Bureau of Mines yester
day. During that period the shipments from 
the Cobalt district amounted to 18,325 
tons, including 480 tons of concentrates. 
In the list given lielow arsenic represents only 
the quantity recovered by reduction works 
in Canada, and cobalt only that for which 
the mine-owners received returns. The re
turns are as follows:—

Tons. Value.
Arsenic......... . 464 $ 19,81)2
Cobalt............ 408 80,623
♦Gold... 1,738 40,796
♦Silver. 12,223,834 6,141,(190
Copper__ 5.892 837,5.59
Nickel.......... 7,760 1,494 693
Iron ores............. 166,088 448,.532
Iron pyrites......... 13,417 43,948
Pig iron............... 189,287 3.098,661

♦Ounces.
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Sheet Metal or “Pressed” Radiators*
A Response to the Principal Arguments Advanced Against this Type of Radiator, Taking 
Up the Relative Efficiency of and Resistance to Corrosion of Different Types of Radiators.

By Ray D Lillibridge, Ass. A.S.M.E. and A.I.E.E.

Notwithstanding the obvious advantages 
of sheet-metal radiation in the way of reduced 
weight, reduced space occupied, facility of 
handling, and ability to withstand, without 
injury, the freezing of contained water, 
there prevails in some quarters the general 
impression that this now form of radiation 
also possesses inherent defects which render 
it unworthy of consideration as a substitute 
for cast-iron radiation. This impression 
is due, perhaps, in no small measure to the 
adroitly conducted “Campaign of Discour
agement" that has been directed against 
this new thing -as comprehensive and system
atic a campaign as was ever directed against 
any innovation, the advent of which threat
ened the commercial supremacy of the inter
ests occupying a chosen field.

Such opposition and obstacles arc not un
usual. It was so with the railroad, and the 
automatic harvester, with the telegraph, 
the telephone, etc. It was so with steel 
itself. Benjamin Huntsman, the inventor 
of the process that produced the world’s 
steel up to the invention of Henry Bessemer, 
found difficulty in introducing his product 
in his own country, owing to the conserva
tism of the Sheffield cutlers, who “perversely 
declined to work a metal so much harder and 
denser than any to which they had been ac
customed,t so that he was compelled to intro
duce his product, which was destined to 
revolutionize steel making, through a foreign 
market.”

But, as in the case of those great inven
tions, it is also to be expected that the hin
drances put in the way of the new form of 
radiation will be ineffective in the end ; 
since anything of the kind of genuine merit, 
if properly exploited, cannot long be pre
vented in this age of progress from coming 
to its own. Now that this particular new 
thing has survived the vicissitudes of the 
experimental stage, and has entered upon a 
career of commercial success, it may prove 
advantageous to point out the fallacy of some 
of the arguments advanced against it. 
A permanent record of the discussion of the 
subject may also tie of value for future 
reference.

The durability and efficiency of the new 
form of radiation have been assailed par
ticularly. Dire predictions have been made 
as to the short life of the thin steel walls 
of the pressed radiation as compared to the 
thick walls of the cast-iron type. Ominous 
comparisons have issued, of which, perhaps 
the one most often heard is that likening the 
pressed radiator to the steel kitchen boiler, 
which has proved to lie comparatively short 
lived. Finally, on the subject of efficiency, 
ignoring the more compensating virtue of a 
thin metal wall versus a thick one, capital 
has been made out of the theory that steel 
has a slightly lower radiating power than

* Presented at.' July.-1908,' Meeting of American 
Society of Heating ana,Ventilatmg Engineers. *

If we are going to discuss the vulnerability 
of steel to the corrosive impurities of water in 
radiating systems, one has but to refer 
to the steel nipples connecting the sections 
of the cast-iron radiators, which are located 
in the direct path of all circulation, to call 
to attention that the cast-iron chain is no 
stronger, at the point of its weakest link, 
than steel. The screw nipple used lietween 
sections of cast-iron radiators is of much 
smaller cross-section, especially after thread
ing, than the 20-gage (lti-gage after galvaniz
ing) steel radiator. As for push nipples, 
these as regards durability are about on a par 
with the walls of pressed radiators, except 
that the many that have come- under the 
writer’s observation were either not galvan

ized at all or the galvanizing was decidedly 
scant. Or, why not refer to the steel pipe 
connections, which are similarly weakened 
by threading (figure 1), but which are as 
integral a part of the radiator system as the 
radiators themselves? In both the screw 
nipples and pipe connections, not only is 
the material pared down, but the galvanizing, 
if any, is removed by the threading; so 
that these elements are far more’liable to be 
eaten away than is the continuous, well- 
galvanized sheet metal of the pressed^radia- 
tor.

Consider further the small quarter-inch 
pipe commonly used with vacuum systems

and compare the thinness of the wall of this 
quarter-inch pipe, especially after cutting 
the threads, with the thickness of the 
pressed-radiator wall. Moreover, it is sel
dom that these pipes have any interior 
protective coating. Think of the trouble 
that would arise with vacuum systems 
if these little pipes should fail from corrosion. 
As this consideration seems to arouse no 
anxiety, is it logical to condemn on the same 
score the pressed radiator?

It is safe to say that a very small propor
tion of the pipe used for connecting radiators 
is really wrought iron, although “ wrought- 
iron pipe" is usually specified. Although 
Mr. T. N. Thomson’s paper before this 
society last January has led to much dis

cussion, no one has questioned his observa
tion that of the samples sent to him from 
all over the country of “good old wrought- 
iron pipe" 80 per cent, proved to be steel. 
At the recent Atlantic City meeting of the 
American Society of Testing Materials, Pro
fessors Howe and Stoughton outline corro
borative testimony of a most convincing 
character. Incidentally, Mr. Thomson’s tests 
concluding that steel withstands better the 
corrosive impurities of water than wrought- 
iron, are more than substantiated by Pro
fessors Howe and Stoughton’s conclusions. 
I beg to quote you just a paragraph from the 
latter. The italics are mine.

r?

IV$ Inch Pipe V\
~"7

THREAD» FlUO Off, EQUAL TO 17 CAGE

IK Inch Pipe

Fig. 1 -Illustrating the Comparison Between the Thickness of Wall of Various Sized 
Pipes After Threading, with Pressed Radiator Wall.
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“It is found that ... the wrought- 
iron 8kelp, though from the best makers, pitted 
in seven months much deeper than the steel 
did in thirteen months. Lt seems to us that 
the fairest way is to confine our attention

as has well been said before this Society, 
if there is a hole the water will run out, no 
matter how much the pipe weighs. Vsing 
thus the deepest pit in each piece, as a basis 
of comparison, in our tests the steel pitted very 
much less than the wrought-iron."

The comparison of the pressed radiator 
with the kitchen boiler for durability is par
ticularly inconsistent for the reason that the 
very service of the kitchen boiler insures that 
the water is constantly changed, and the effect 
of any contained corroding agent is thereby 
multiplied thousands of times as compared 
with the corroding effect in a closed-circuit 
radiating system. Moreover, the majority 
of kitchen boilers are made of inferior grades 
of steel, and actual investigation has shown 
that the galvanizing they receive upon the 
inside is often of proverbial “ lick-and-prom- 
ise type;” whereas pressed radiators are 
made of the very best open-hearth sheets, 
low in phosphorus, carbon and sulphur, 
and after manufacture are galvanized with a 
coating of 4$ ounces of zinc to the square 
foot, increasing their effective thickness 
from 20 gage to 16 gage.

On the subject of efficiency, the original 
form of pressed radiation was defective 
tiecause of the peculiarly shaped top to each 
section, which interfered with the free eir- 
cillation of the air and because, in the light 
of more recent knowledge, insufficient space 
was allowed between the sections This 
peculiarly shaped top is shown in the left- 
hand illustration, figure 2, which is a vertical 
section of the old (Model “K”) pressed 
radiator The two right-hand illustrations 
of this figure show, resj>ectively, a section of 
pressed radiation with the single seam, and 
with the double seam as now manufactured, 
respectively. This improved double seam 
gives an entirely impervious joint.

As for the maintained superior radiating 
efficiency of cast-iron as compared with steel. 
Professor Carpenter, Professor Kent, Pro
fessor Allen, Mr. W. T Monroe, M.E., and the 
many references quoted by these authorities 
incline to agree with the differences appearing 
between the radiating efficiency of various 
metals are due more to differences in surfaces, 
differences in sjjtes and shapes of radiators 
tested, and to different methods of tests, 
than to differences in metal. I beg to quote 
from Professor Carpenter’s “Conclusions 
Jrom Radiator Tests" (Pag»' 112, Heating 
and Ventilating Buildings )

“ The experiments do not show any sensible 
difference for different materials used in 
radiators, or for hot water or steam, provided 
the difference in temperature between the air 
in the room and that of the fluid in the radia
tor is the same.”

A favorite implication of some of the ex
ponents of cast-iron is that pressed radiation 
is from “30 to 40 per cent less efficient." 
The really vital test for any radiation is that 
of heating the particular room it is designed 
to heat. The calculating of the appropriate

■X ■

Fig. 3 Section of a three-column pressed 
radiator, showing steam or water space and 
pipe connection. Each radiator section is 
made up of two pressed sheets, joined by the 
double seam shown in Fig. 2. The different 
sections, constituting a complete radiator, are 
joined in the same way The joint at the 
pipe connection is made by folding the sheet 
metal snugly over a malleable-iron ring. The 
assembled structure is then heavily galvan- 
zed inside and out.

size of radiator from which to expect the 
adequate heating of a given room is suffic
iently standardized so that any type of 
radiator failing so far short of the radiating 
capacity of cast-iron could not continue 
to live in the heating world. Is it conserva
tive to say that pressed radiation continues 
to live after six years of existence It is not, 
therefore, abundantly clear that the practical

differences between the radiating efficiency 
of steel and iron resolve themselves into mere 
talking points, and that any references 
to vague and indefinite tests that show to the 
contrary should not go unchallenged?

t’omparative tests, to lie of value, should 
lie conducted by disinterested people and 
under specified, uniform conditions. It is 
too often taken for granted that the entering 
steam is “dry.” whereas only calorimeter 
readings should lie considered competent 
to determine this point When even under 
such conditions differences appear, it is 
well to liear in mind that great differences 
exist by condensation tests between tIn
efficiency of different tyfies of east-iron 
radiation. For instance, I refer to tests 
conducted by Professor Allen, at the Univer
sity of Michigan, showing a difference of 
16 per cent between two popular types of 
cast-iron radiators. I have also in mind the 
test which decided in favor of pressed radia
tors one of the most important installations 
of radiators in the world. This test was 
conducted by a committee consisting of 
the architect’s engineer, the building engineer, 
the. consulting engineers of the builders, and 
the contracting steam fitter. It is note
worthy that the conclusions reached were not 
based upon condensation, but upon the heat 
units conveyed to the atmosphere by the 
respective radiators under identical con
ditions.

Judging by various published tables and 
the extensive adoption of one-inch pipe for 
radiator service prior to the advent of cast- 
iron radiators, the most efficient proportion 
lietween containing capacity and heating 
surface of radiation h that of the one-inch 
pipe, very nearly one pint to the square foot. 
The average proportion with the steel radia
tor is just about one pint to the square foot, 
whereas cast-iron radiators average about 
•>0 per cent greater. Besides this nearer 
approach to the ideal proportion of capacity 
to surface, there is less water and steam and 
far less metal to raise to the working tem
perature before effective heating is available, 
and to remain heateil after the discontin
uance of heat is desired ; so that pressed 
radiators heat up more quickly when the valve 
is open and cool off more quickly when the 
valve is closed than cast-iron radiators. 
This positiveness of operation becomes an 
especially valuable consideration when heat 
is needed, only for an hour or so a day 
as in the spring and fall, when a little heat is 
required to take the chill out of the air, 
and during the mild winters that prevail in 
certain parts of the country

Another argument advanced in favor of

the cast-iron radiators as against the steel 
radiator is that the sections of the former 
possess all the advantages of individual units 
For example, if they arc broken they can be 
replaced, or, if it is desired to decrease or 
increase the size of a given radiator, one or 
more sections can be removed or added, 
respectively. The comparative unwieldiness 
of the cast-iron radiator, and the formidable

to the deepest pit in each plate, because,

ORIGINAL MODEL SINGLE SEAM PRESENT DOUBLE 5EAM
Fig. 2—Evolution of Pressed Radiators, Illustrated by Vertical Sections of Three 

Models. The Present Double Seam Makes an Entirely Impervious Joint.

Fig. I —Cross Section of Two-Column Pressed Radiator.
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task of prying apart and pushing together 
the predominating type of iron radiators 
having push nipples, however, are material 
points against the unit argument, which more 
than offset the advantages. It will usually 
prove cheaper, cleaner, and quicker, to send 
for a new pressed radiator than to tamper 
with the sections of a cast-iron one 

The personal equation, unconscious bias, 
or mere conservatism naturally enter into 
any consideration of this new subject as they 
enter in to all others So, when vou hear of

failures of steel radiators, it may be well 
for you to know instances that give testimony 
on the other side. For example, there are 
several concerns of heating «ontractors 
which have made many large installations 
of the pressed type of radiator who to-day 
declare that they would consider it a great 
misfortune if they were deprived of this new 
form of radiation.

Aa with anything new, more is expected 
of pressed radiation than of the older types. 
The same defects or troubles which would

condemn the new are accepted as matters 
of course when they occur in the old. Job 
for job or radiator for radiator, it will fce 
found to be absolutely true that with the 
pressed radiators as they are made to-day 
no more trouble develops than with cast- 
iron radiators.

[If any of our readers has any interesting 
data on this subject we will be glad to pub
lish it ; or if any reader has opinions on either 
side of this question, our columns are open 
for discussion. -Editor.]

Machine Shop Management : Schemes
Prime Facts Concerning Systems: Plan ol Organization: The Military Idea 
in the Shop: Superintendent's Functions: The Foreman and His Work.

U Y Oscar E. 1* k r k i u u .

This article concerns the management of 
a model machine shop or manufacturing 
plant in a general way, leaving the scheme 
of the different departments in detail for 
later consideration.

Probably no one will take exception to the 
proposition that we shall have reached the 
perfect system of management when we shall 
have deviled methods by which we may pro
duce the greatest amount of good work, with 
the smallest number of employees and the 
least amount of friction and irritation among

How this is to be accomplished is worthy 
of the most patient investigation, for the 
question of the management of machine shops 
and manufacturing plants is one of many 
phases. There are several general proposi
tions in this connection that should be 
briefly stated. Among them are the 
following :
Some Prime Facts Concerning Systems.

First. Any reasonable system is liettcr than 
no system at all. There are shops to-day 
running, or trying to run, in which there is 
really no system worthy of the name, and 
things are allowed to drift along from day 
to day “by guess and good luck,” just as 
they did forty years ago, and if we inquire 
why this or that thing is done so and so, we 
get the stereotyped reply, “That’s the way 
we’ve always done it.” One of these days 
these shops will “wake up and find them
selves dead,” as the Irishman said, or they 
will adopt some kind of a system that will lie 
of modern brand.

Second. The adoption of a part of a 
system, or a system for one part of the work1 
and not for the remainder, “just as a trial to 
see how it will work,” is practically no better 
than no system at all.”

Third. The endeavor to adopt a system 
composed of parts of various systems, grafted 
upon, added to, dovetailed together, and 
patched until they lose all their identity, 
like Joseph’s coat of many colors, is but to 
invite a dismal failure. Many a good plan 
has been killed and its author humiliated by 
adopting it piecemeal.

Fourth. To be successful the system must 
be complete and comprehensive, clearly 
defining every regulation as to the progress 
of the work, the method of accounting for

time an«l materials, records of pay and 
efficiency of employees, and the duties and 
limitations of authority of every person con
cerned. from the manager down t > the 
errand boy, so that the fewest cases may 
arise that have not been provided for in the 
system, and that there may be as much cer
tainty and distinctness as in the regulations 
of the United States Army. Then we shall 
realize the highest efficiency and the least 
amount of friction.

Fifth. The system must be curried out in 
every particular as it is planned, unless 
there are very serious reasons for a change. 
Of course, even the Constitution of the 
United States can be amended, but only for 
weighty reasons, ami “while it stands, it 
goes.” Shop regulations should be on the 
same basis, and all employees w ill soon come 
to respect them, and to realize that they 
operate just as much for their welfare and 
protection as for the benefit of the owners of 
the plant; that so long us they are obeyed in 
a spirit of faithful service the employee is 
always right; and that when they are dis- 
obeyed through carelessness, a desire to shirk 
duty, or even from the “smart Alek*’ notion 
that some employees get into their heads, 
there is a g‘x>d prospect for trouble to the 
offending parties.

Sixth. The man who is to manage the 
administration of the system must be strong, 
able, honest, fearless and positive. He 
must be strong in carrying out the system 
that has been adopted. Otherwise his weak
ness will be soon discovered by his subordi
nates and the “backbone” of the system 
will be broken. He must lie able, both by 
education and experience, to understand and 
appreciate all the details of the business. 
Of course, he must be honest in all his dealings 
with his subordinates as well as with the 
owners. He must be fearless, giving his 
orders where and when and to whom they 
are necessary and take the responsibility 
for their effect when faithfully obeyed. 
Hesitation, vacillation, or indecision will 
very materially injure his authority. To 
give an order, and when it has been obeyed 
faithfully and failed of the object sought, 
to blame those who executed it, is to cause 
his men to lose faith, not only in his ability, 
but in his sincerity. And there is only one 
thing more damaging to the administration

in the minds of the employees than this, and 
that is to show a lack of faith in their ability 
and honesty. This will always prove dis
couraging and cause the men to lose interest 
in the successful progress of the shop.

Such being the general conditions under 
which we must organize, we may proceed 
with the further consideration of the system 
by which our plant is to be managed. We 
must first know what we are to plan for. It 
is assumed that the plant and , U its acces
sories have been designed and equipped for 
manufacturing only. Therefore, with the 
exception of shipping facilities, the entire 
establishment is devoted to turning out and 
shipping what it is directed to make. To 
accomplish the results we seek, we must go 
about the matter with a definite and com
prehensive plan. It will not do simply to 
deckle some of the main features and leave 
the others to be determined as we go along. 
If we do so we shall probably be surprised 
to find that some of the minor matters will 
loom up as important features w hen we least 
expect trouble.

Plan of Organization.

We w ill consider the scheme of organiza
tion. In deciding what plan is best we 
should look to efficiency as the first requisite. 
This will include the question of making the 
most of the services of each man in a respon
sible position; it will include the considera
tion of a plan that shall have the least friction 
between the different officials in the routine 
work of the shop. It will seek a proper 
division of responsibility, so that if anything 
goes wrong we may at once determine what 
man was responsible for the lack of attention 
to duty. It should be a plan that will 
produce a maximum of result with a minimum 
of effort. Every man must know exactly 
what his duties arc, what are the limits of 
his authority, as well as from whom he takes 
and to whom he may give orders.

It will be understood, of course, that the 
entire management of the plant is under 
the charge of the superintendent and that all 
orders from the general office go to him direct, 
and that there is no interference with any 
other official of the shops by the general 
manager or anyone in the general office. 
This sort of interference “over the head” 
of the superintendent will break up the dis-
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cipline of any shop, and it should never be 
indulged in by the authorities in the oEce 
or permitted by the superintendent. It 
should be the same with all oEcials in the 
shop. No oEcial or employee should accept 
any order unless coming to him in the regular 
way through the next higher authority.

We think it has never been seriously 
questioned, that the organization of the 
United States army, with its division of 
responsibilities, the provisions for accounting 
for all property handled, and for ascertaining 
the final results, as well as for keeping a 
definite record of the individual cEciency of 
both oEcers and men is a well-nigh perfect 
system. Its practical utility is not thor
oughly appreciated by the manufacturers of 
to-day, who are prone to look upon anything 
labeled “military” as savoring of arbitrary 
and summary methods that in the shop would 
be disagreeable to both employer and 
employee. That this is too apt to be the 
popular impression is evident from the 
remarks of a recent writer on this subject 
who says:

“Under the military type of organization 
the foreman is held responsible for the 
successful running of the entire shop. He 
must lay out the work for the whole shop, 
see that each piece of work goes in the 
proper order to the right machine, and that 
the man at the machine knows just what is to 
be done and how he is to do it. He must 
see that the work is not slighted, and that it 
is done fast, and all the while he must look 
ahead a month or so either to provide more 
men to do the work or more work for the men 
to do. He must constantly discipline the 
men and readjust their wages, beside fixing 
piece work prices and su]>ervising the time
keeping.”

This is hardly a fair conception of what 
military rules mean, as it is surely anything 
but military. No military oEcer has any 
such variety of duties to perform. As well 
might it be contended that the colonel of a 
regiment takes command of the police guard 
or drills the awkward squad, or that a captain 
teaches the recruits the manual of arms. 
On the contrary, the colonel commands a 
regiment, but he gives orders to his majors 
who command battalions and give orders 
to the captains of companies. They in turn 
give orders to the non-commissioned oEcers 
who instruct the enlisted men. Each oEcer 
has his clearly defined duties, authority and 
limits ions. It is true that the organization 
and management of many of the larger and 
more successful manufacturing companies 
in this country to-day are using systems very 
closely modeled after the military methods, 
and in many cases, as investigation will show, 
following the army methods much more 
closely than is realised by many men.

The Military Idea in the Shop.
Let us consider for a moment the analogy 

which may exist between a regiment of 
infantry and a large machine shop plant, 
with its force of oEcials and employees. 
The general manager may be likened to the 
general in command, and the machine shop 
or manufacturing plant to a part of an 
army, say, a regiment of infantry on active 
service. The colonel in command will be 
represented by the superintendent or works 
manager. The colonel must have a staff, 
each of the oEcers composing it being at the 
head of one of the staff departments. So
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here we must have a staff, and it will consist 
of the oEce force,r and include the chief 
clerk, purchasing^ clerk,time^ clerk, cost 
clerk and the stenographer, all reporting 
directly to the superintendent. A regiment 
is divided into two or three battalions com
manded by majors. Our force will be divided 
into two parts, each under an assistant 
superintendent. Each battalion is composed 
of a number of companies, commanded by 
captains. Our two groups are divided into 
certain analogous departments each in charge 
of a foreman. Our arrangement will be for 
the first assistant superintendent to have 
charge of the drawing room, pattern shop, 
tool room, experimental room, stock room, 
power house, iron foundry, forge shop, car
penter shop, paint shop, shipping room and 
the yard gang.

The second assistant superintendent will 
have under his charge all of the strictly ma
chine shop departments, consisting of the 
planing department, heavy turning depart
ment, drilling and boring department, milling 
and gear cutting department, small parts 
department, grinding department, polishing 
department, finished parts store room, small 
parts assembling department, erecting depart
ment and inspecting department.

This, then is the skeleton of the plan of our 
organization, and from this we may make 
up what is called in army parlance, the 
roster. This will include all responsible 
oEcials, commencing with the superintendent 
and the office force, then the assistant super
intendents, foremen, etc. A little further on 
we will add others more intimately connected 
with the workmen.

Superintendent’s Functions.
This plan requires the superintendent to 

look after his oEcc force as to accounting, 
purchasing, issuing, time keeping, pay roll, 
manufacturing costs and the correspondence, 
and to hold the two assistant superintendents 
responsible for all of the requirements of 
their respective jurisdictions. In a plant 
of the capacity which we have been consider
ing and the force employed this will be all 
that one man can be expected to do. In the 
same manner the two assistants will find 
their time quite steadily employed in the 
successful management of the eleven or 
twelve departments in their charge. The 
assistant superintendents should be men 
of good executive ability, good machinists 
and understand in detail the operations of 
machinery and working every variety of 
work or material handled under their super
vision. They should understand drawings 
thoroughly and be able to make any of the 
calculations usually made in the drawing 
room. They should understand the charac
ter of the men under their control and the 
characteristics of machinists or other trades
men working under them. While they are 
oEcials capable of handling men by direct 
contact with them, their positions now place 
them one step beyond that, and all matters 
of instruction as to the work, the everyday 
routine in passing work from one department 
to another, the discipline of the force under 
their charge, should be done with the fore
men, and never with the men. An infallible 
rule for injuring the eEciency of a shop 
oEcial of whatever rank, is for some higher 
authority to ignore him ami pass orders on 
to the grade below him, or, in shop parlance, 
to “make a bridge of his nose.” The fore

men, in turn, give the work to the gang bo88 
having charge of similar work and he instruct8 
the workmen when necessary and sees that 
the work is pushed along. This may seem a 
little like “red tape,” but it is at once the 
quickest, surest and safest way to manage 
the shop, and one that will produce the great
est amount of good work with the least 
friction and ill-feeling on the part of the 
employees. Still any oEcial witnessing a 
violation of the sanitary, or, of what may be 
called the police regulations of the establish
ment, is expected to call the offender to 
account and later to report him to his fore-

The Foreman and His Work.
The foreman should be a man of excellent 

mechanical ability, understand drawings 
thoroughly and be able to make any of the 
ordinary calculations necessary. He should 
be able to make estimates r.<* to time, cost 
and material, of anything handled in his 
department. He should know the charac
teristics of men in general and the abilities 
and dispositions of those under his control. 
If his room is large enough to have gang 
bosses he should give his orders to them, and 
not to individual workmen, lie should know 
every item of work passing through his room, 
keep things moving in it, and see that work 
transferred to him from another department 
is in proper condition ami is promptly used 
and that the product of his department going 
to another one is in proper condition for the 
transfer and is passed on without unnecessary

It is not at all necessary that the foreman 
of a small department, or over a few men, 
should devote all, or even a large percentage 
of his time to strictly foreman’s duties, as he 
may be able to do considerable work himself 
while directing others. The point is, to have 
one competent man in charge of the force, 
the gang, the room, or the department,whom 
we can-hold responsible for the results in that 
department.^

In our analogy of the plan of organizing 
and administering the affairs of a manufac
turing plant to the military organization, 
we had got to the foreman as corresponding 
to the captain. Our gang bosses will fittingly 
represent the non-commissioned oEcers. 
These are privates of more than ordinary 
ability and faithfulness ami have been pro
moted for these reasons. They are the real 
leaders as well as instructors of the privates 
and form what might be termed the connect
ing link between them, as a class, and the 
commissioned oEcers. So should the gang 
boss or assistant foreman he, anti his influence 
for good in the smooth running and harmon
ious, as well as efficient and profitable, 
conduct of the shop, is a very important 
matter which should receive the most careful 
consideration in the organization and opera
tion of the plant. The gang boss should be 
a man properly qualified for the position; 
able to read drawings readily; to know 
enough of human nature to “size up” the 
abilities of the men under him, and to know, 
not only each man’s practical knowledge of 
the business, but his natural disposition, so 
as to be able to direct him intelligently and 
for the best good of the establishment. In 
the foregoing remarks as to foremen, etc., 
those of the machine shop proper have been 
meant. But in a general way the principles 
are equally applicable to those of other de
partments.^—Iron Trade Review.
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CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
Opportunities tor Business. News of Building or Enlargement of 
Factories. Mills, Power Plants. Etc.-News of Railway and Bridge 
Construction News of Municipal Undertakings - Mining News.

COMPANIES INCORPORATED. 
Ontario.

TORONTO—British Canadian Departmen
tal Stores, Limited, have been incorporated 
with a capital of $600,000 to establish and 
conduct a general department store. The 
provisional directors include James Casey, 
C. E. Freeman and Abraham Singer, all of 
Toronto.

TORONTO.—Dominion Co-Operative As
sociation, Limited, have been incorporated 
with a capital of $1,000 000 to carry on the 
business of a general merchant. The provis
ional directors include F. H. Potts, A. W. 
Holmsted, and F. D. Parmenter.
New Brunswick.

MONCTON.—Sovereign Coal Co., Limited, 
have l>een incorporated with a capital of 
$300,000, to carry on the business of mining 
The provisional directors include Hiram 
Shaw, Bees ville, Que., Eugene Mead, Adnms- 
ville, Que., and E. O. Seeley, Maccan, province 
of Nova Scotia.
Quebec.

MONTREAL.—The Imperial Fire Insur
ance Co., Montreal, have l>een incorporated 
with a capital of $2,000,000 to carry on a 
fire insurance business. The provisional di
rectors include Mr. It. Forget, Mr. Charles 
Archer and Mr. Geo. H. IloI>ert8.

BRIDGES AND STRUCTURAL STEEL. 
British Columbia.

REVELSTOKE.—The Government en
gineers are getting out plans for the new bridge 
to be built over the Colun " a here. The 
bridge will cost about $40,(KM).

BUILDING NEWS.
Ontario.

CHATHAM.—Architect Harry J. Rill, 
Detroit, is receiving estimates for the erection 
of an auditorium building here.

HAMILTON.—The Dominion Power & 
Transmission Co. have taken out a permit 
for the erection of car barns and shops.

TORONTO —W. I). Charlton, 140 Close 
Avenue, has been awarded the contract for 
a $10,000 apartment house.

TORONTO.—The West End branch of 
the Y.W.C.A., Dufferin Street, intends to 
erect a new Y.W.C.A. building.

THOROLD.—On November 23 the boiler 
house at Battle Quarry here was completely 
destroyed by an explosion.

TORONTO.—It is reported that a large 
new building to l>e used for both wholesale 
and retail departments will be erected by the 
Steele-Briggs Co., here.

NORTH BAY.—The new Cecil Hotel he re
lias been damaged by fire to the extent of 
$2,(MX).

TORONTO.—Plans are being prepared 
by architects Ellis & Connery, Manning 
Chambers, for a $20.000 apartment house 
for Mr. J. A. Cleary, Toronto.

TORONTO.—The T. Eaton Co. have ap
plied for a permit to build a two-story 
addition to the north section of their Yonge 
street store at a cost of $70,(KM).

TORONTO.—Plans are 1 icing prepared 
by architects Ellis & Connery, Manning 
Chambers, for a large department store 
building for the British-Canadian Depart
mental Stores, Limited, London.

CORINTH.—The depot and freight sheds 
of the Grand Trunk Railway have been des
troyed by fire. It is stated that the com
pany will rebuild at once.

BELLEVILLE.—A by-law will lie sub
mitted to authorize the issue of $40.000 or 
$50,000 debentures for the erection of a new 
collegiate institute.
Quebec.

MONTREAL.—Messrs. A. Poirier & Co., 
St. Paul St., are having a large freight ele
vator installed by Messrs. Cote Bros. & Bur- 
ritt, Conde St.

MONTREAL.—Contracts for roofing the 
new Lymans Limited warehouse, St. Paul 
St., have been awarded to Douglas Bros., 
19 St. Maurice St. Messrs. Mitchell & 
Crighton, Inglin Building, are the architects.

MONTREAL.—The Light and Fire Com
mittee of the corporation of Montreal, have 
recommended that new fire stations ii. Rose- 
mount and Mount Royal ward lie included 
by the Finance Committee in their esiimates 
for the coming year.

MONTREAL.—Architect J. A. Karch, 17 
Place d’Armes Hill, Montreal, has prepared 
plans and is inviting tenders for the erection of 
a warehouse for the Campbell Mfg. Co.

MONTREAL.—The Parks and Ferries 
Committee have approved plans for improve
ments to Victoria Square amounting to about 
$7,500. They also recommend the ex
penditure of $5,000 for a restaurant 
in Lafontaine Park, and $7,500 for cnished 
stone for the mountain roadway.

THREE RIVERS.—Messrs. BellefeuiUe 
& Giroux will ‘erect a new store at Three 
Rivers. The contract for steel work has been 
awarded to the Phoenix Bridge Co., 83 
Colbome St., Montreal. Mr. Theo. Daoust 
is the architect.

THREE RIVERS.—A market building 
costing about $40,000, will he erected at 
Three Rivers, Que. Mr. Theo. Daoust is the 
architect and Mr. Bigras, Three Rivers, is the 
contractor.

ST. ROCH.—Tenders are being called by 
Nap. Tessier, secretary, Department of Pub
lic Works, Ottawa, for the construction of a 
postal station at St. Roch, Que.
Manitoba.

WINNIPEG.—The Carson Hygienic Dairy 
Co., Limited, have taken out a permit for 
the erection of a dairy building here, estimated 
cost, $15,000.

WINNIPEG.—The Western Canada Flour 
Mills Co. will erect a brick warehouse on 
Lombard Street at a cost of $6,000.

WATERWORKS, SEWERS, SIDEWALKS. 
Ontario.

BE AMS VILLE.—Eleven thousand dollars 
will be spent here upon granolithic sidewalks.

RENFREW.—The Town Council have 
passed a by-law to raise $5,000 by deben
tures for the extension of tht sewerage 
system.

PETERBOIKHIGH.—Engineer Kennedy» 
Montreal, has plans for the construction of a 
new dam and pump house for the waterworks 
system.
Saskatchewan.

MOOSE JAW.—A by-law to raise $40,000 
by debentures for sewer and water extensions 
and other purposes will shortly be submitted 
to the ratepayers.

YORKTON.—Twenty thousand dollars 
is to be raised here for the improvement of 
the waterworks system.

MILL AND FACTORY EQUIPMENT. 
Ontario.

RENFREW.—The contract for the erec
tion of the Renfrew Knitting Co.’s new factory 
has been awarded to the Renfrew Manu
facturing Co.

DRESDEN.—The Win. Rudd carriage 
factory has been partially destroyed by fire. 
The building will probably be rebuilt.

WESTON.—Tenders will be received by 
Architect Leonard Foulds, 43 Victoria St.. 
Toronto, for the erection of five factorv 
buildings and an engine house here for the 
Consolidated Chemical Co.

PEMBROKE.—The Pembroke Milling Co. 
will at once rebuild their mill which was 
recently destroyed by fire.

TORONTO.—E. H. Harcourt & Co., Lim
ited, Wellington Street West, have taken out 
a permit for the erection of a three story 
brick addition to their factoty.

PETERBORO.—Mr. Weatherstone, Pe- 
terboro, has made application to the city 
council for the purpose of purchasing land 
on which to erect a new one story factory.

PETERBORO.—A large factory will be 
erected here for the manufacture of door 
mats. Mr. Weatherstone is dealing with 
the manufacturers' committee.

RODNEY.—The sawmill owned by F. A. 
McCallum has been totally destroyed by 
fire, the loss amounting to $5,000.

NORTH BAY.—The Temiskaming and 
Northern Ontario Railway will build a car 
repair shop and a pipe casting shed here.

RIDGETOWN.—The foundation of the 
large new canning factor}’ is now being put in
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The total cost of the plant and machinery 
will be about $25,000.

FORT FRANCES—The C. Mathison Ma
chine Works, Beloit, Wis., may locate here, 
where they will erect a foundry and factory.

OTTAWA.—New hydrographic steamer. 
G. J. Desbarats, Department of Marine and 
Fisheries, Ottawa, will receive tenders up to 
Dec. 10, 1908, for the construction of a twin 
screw steel steamer for the Hydrographic 
Service on the Atlantic coast, of the following 
leading dimensions:—Length over all, 173) 
feet, lieam, moulded 29 feet, depth, 15) 
feet. Plans and specifications at the Depart
ment of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, at 
the offices of the collectors of customs, To
ronto, Hamilton, Collingwood, Midland, Van
couver, Sydney, N.S., and at the offices of 
the department of Marine and Fisheries at 
Montreal, Quebec, St. John, Halifax, Char
lottetown and Victoria.

Alberta.
OKOTOKS.—The Electric Light Co. are 

putting up a new building and installing 
$10,000 worth of new machinery.
Nova Scotia.

BRIDGEWATER.—The Acadia Gas En
gine Co. with a capital of $50,000, which is a 
new concern, will locate here.

Quebec.
MONTREAL.—J. VV. Williamson, 54 Notre 

Dame St. East, is installing a gear cutting 
machine for Betts Brown & Co., Limited, 
Guy Street.

MONTREAL.—Tenders will be received 
for an extension to the Mount Royal Spinning 
Co., at Cote St. Paul, by Architects Finley 
& Spence, Guardian Bldg., Montreal.

British Columbia.
MASSETT.—The Graham Island Lumber 

Co. will build a large sawmill here on Graham 
Island.

VANCOUVER. The factory and planing 
mill of the Royal City Mills on False Creek, 
have l>een completely destroyed by fire on 
Nov. 24. The saw mill and dry kilns wen- 
saved. The loss is estimated at $1()0,(HH>.

POWER PLANT OPPORTUNITIES. 
Ontario.

TRENTON.—A large water powerdevelop- 
inent is planned by the Electric & Water 
Power Co. J. J. Wright. Toronto, is man
ager.

Nova Scotia.
WOLF VILLE.—The citizens have voted 

an additional $20,000 to the sum previously 
voted on for the construction of an electric 
light plant for this town.

British Columbia.
KELOWNA.—The Hinton Electric Light 

Co., Vancouver, are installing a $40,000 
electric light plant in this town.

Quebec.
MONTREAL.—E. Leonard & Sons have 

installed a power plant consisting of a 150 
h.p. boiler and a 100 h.p. engine for the 
New* York Steam Laundry, Montreal.
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MONTREAL.—Power plant, including en
gine, boiler, and shafting, has been installed 
by G. Leonard & Sons in E. H. Catelli’s new 
macaroni factory.

Manitoba.
WINNIPEG.—On Nov. 23 the Board of 

Control decided to call for tenders for the 
electrical power works at Point du Bois. 
The amount to be expended next year will 
be $1,500,000, and the total cost $3,500,000.

TRADE NOTES.
Ontario.

GALT.—The Goldie & McCulloch Co 
have recently shipped large safes to Van
couver and St. John, N.B.

CHIPPEWA.—The British-American Smel
ting Co., here, is working day and night 
in the effort to keep pace with the large vol
ume of ores shipped from Cobalt to be 
smelted. About thirty men are employed at 
present, but the management contemplate 
an extension of the plant to three times the 
present capacity in the early spring.

TORONTO.—On ‘Nov. 28 there will be a 
meeting of the shareholders of the Canadian 
Oil Co., to consider the reorganization of the 
company. If the reorganization measures 
are approved by the shareholders the name

Clayworkers Will
The Annual Convention 
held In Brantford, Ont., <

At a meeting of the Executive Committee 
of the Canadian Clay Products Manufacturers' 
Association, held at the office of Thk Cana
dian Manufacturer, Toronto, with Presi
dent J. S. McCannell, of Milton, Ont., in the 
chair, it was decided to accept the invitation 
of Brantford, Ont., to hold the next annual 
convention of the body in that city.

The dates set for the annual gathering 
were Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
January 12, 13 and 14, 1909.

Brantford, Ont., is one of the most central 
cities in Western Ontario and there is every 
reason to ex|iect a large attendance at the 
meeting.

The committee went into the question of a 
programme in great detail and arranged to 
secure a number of papers that should be of 
the utmost technical value as well as of great 
interest to clay-workers who attend the 
meeting.

A feature which should prove of great im
portance is the “Practical Experience After
noon.” A circular letter has been sent out 
asking every clay worker in Ontario to con
tribute a short talk or a paper dealing with a 
practical experience, showing how some 
difficulty was overcome in his plant or else 
to place before the meeting a statement of 
any trouble he has not yet been able to over
come so that a discussion regarding the diffi-
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of the company will become Canadian Oil 
Companies, Limited.
Nova Scotia.

HALIFAX.—The Dominion Iron & Steel 
Co. have just received a large order from 
the government of New South Wales, 
Australia, of about 18,000 tons of steel rails. 
Quebec.

MONTREAL. During the coming winter 
extensive alterations and improvements will 
be made to the “Athenia,” of the Donaldson

BIG CAR BARNS BURNED.
On Nov. 24 the largo passenger car shops 

of Rhodes, Curry & Co., Amherst, N.S., 
were completely destroyed by fire, together 
with all the contents including raw materials, 
finished and unfinished cars.

The loss to the company is in the vicinity 
of $100,000, of which $75,000 is covered by 
insurance. The mechanics suffered a severe 
loss in their tools, ranging in value from $50 
to $200 per man.

Mr. Rhodes, vice-president of the concern, 
says that the building will lie replaced imme
diately, possibly by a larger and more modem 
structure, and that no doubt by the time 
material for cars is obtained the building will 
be ready for work. The men who are thrown 
out of work will lx- given immediate employ
ment at the erection of the new building.

Meet in Brantford
of the C.C.P.M.A., to be 
in January 12, IS and l«.

culty can lx; arranged for, so that if any 
members have overcome similar troubles they 
can explain how it was done, for the benefit 
of the others.

Any clayworker who would like any par- 
tieular subject discussed is requested to write 
to the Secretary, D. <>. McKinnon, 408 
McKinnon Bldg., Toronto.

Obituary
H. P. Coburn, vice-president and general 

manager of the Sawyer-Massey Co., Hamilton, 
Ont., tlied at his home on November 25.

Deceased was born at Dracut, Mass., on 
August 21, 1835, his ancestors going to the 
States from England, and being among the 
pioneers of New England. He was educated 
at Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass., and 
after completing his education entered his 
father’s general store. He then came to 
Hamilton, and became associated with the 
late L. I). Sawyer, head of the Sawyer Co. 
He first had charge of the collecting and sales 
department, and, showing great aptitude for 
business, was readily advanced, until he 
became a partner and general manager of the 
business. Under his management the busi
ness grew rapidly, until it became one of the 
most extensive of its kind in Canada. When 
it was converted into the Sawyer-Massey Co., 
Mr. Coburn was appointed vice-president and 
general manager, which office he held up to 
the time of his death.
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NEW TOOLS AND SHOP EQUIPMENT
Only Description» of New and Interesting Machines, Tools or 
Appliances Can Be Published. No Mere Write-Up Can be Used.

Bristol’s Electric Time 
Recorder

Bristol’s new electric time recorder was 
designed to meet the widespread demand 
for * simple and practical instrument to 
record automatically the occurrence and

Fig. 1 —Recording operations at six different 
points.

cCUOLt

duration of various operations such as the 
starting and stopping of machines, the open
ing and closing of valves, the duration of 
runs, the passing of trains, etc., etc. With 
this recorder it is possible to record several 
different operations on the same chart and 
the recorder may lie located a 
long distance from the points 
at which such operations occur.

These new recorders have 
already l>een used in connec
tion with machinery ^to show 
when the machines have started 
and stopped, how long they re
main idle, and just when they 
were started again. Fig. 2 is 
a reduced cut of a record chart 
showing complete ^twenty-four 
hours records of the operation 
of two paper machines. This 
record shows the time and 
duration of each break and also 
the time required to wash the 
felts and put on new wires.

One of these recorders ar
ranged to record operations at 
six different points is shown 
on Fig. 1. Each one of the six 
pens shown on this instrument 
makes an independent record, 
continuously and automatically, 
and in this way six different 
operations may be recorded on

the same chart. Each pen arm is actuated 
by an independent electromagnet battery 
circuit, so arranged that closing the circuit 
causes the |>en to move a certain distance 
on the chart.

Binding posts are provided at the base 
of the rccoixler, to which pairs of small lead 
wires are attached. These wires may lie 
of almost any desired length, it only being 
necessary to have the object whose motion 
is to Ik? recorded open or close the circuit 
whenever the motion occurs.

These recorders are usually operated by a 
battery circuit, but any convenient circuit 
may be employed by the insertion of lamps 
or other resistance to reduce the E.M.F. 
across each electro-magnet. The object 
whose motion is to be recorded is caused to 
make and break this circuit through any 
convenient contact.

The Bristol Co.. Waterbury, Conn., are 
the manufacturers of these recorders.

Thompson Improved Spark 
Extinguisher

In saw mills and factories where wood or 
rubbish is used to any great extent for fuel, 
sparks are a constant source of danger to 
property, a danger allowed for by insurance 
companies in the rates they charge for in
surance.

The Thompson Improved Spark Extin
guisher is now Iteing manufactured in Canada 
by Geo. W. Heed & Co., Limited, Montreal. 
This device has been manufactured in the 
United States for some years by O. V. 
Hooker & Son, St. Johnsburg, Vermont, and 
is being used by a number of Canada’s largest 
sawmills.

The construction of the Thompson Spark

Extinguisher is shown in the accompanying 
illustration. The important parts are the 
casing and nipple, the draft tube, the pan, 
and the cap. For brick chimneys, a casting 
is made to fit the chimney, and the extin
guisher is inserted as far as the top of the 
nipple. For stacks, the nipple is made 
tapering so that it will easily slip in at the 
top.

The draft tube guides the smoke and sparks 
to the pan. It is adjusted to a distance

Thompson Improved Spark Extinguisher.

from the bottom of the casing to allow 
the proper return of the sparks without 
injuring the draft.

The pan keeps returning all dangerous 
sparks to the flue, where they are finally 
consumed. It is adjustable to allow 
for forced or natural draft.

The cap is attached to the casing, and is 
made of wrought iron and netting. Very 
few sparks ever get past the pan, but the 
netting of the cap serves as a double pro
tection.

It will be noted that the design of this 
extinguisher is such as to give the greatest 
possible safety with the least interference 
with the draft.

These machines are very light, a 26 inch 
extinguisher weighs only 250 pounds, and is 
easily carried by a 26 inch stack one-six
teenth inch thick.

Broaching Hammer
The accompanying illustration is of a 

pneumatic broaching hammer, a most useful 
tool, manufactured by the Canadian Rand 
Co., Limited, Montreal. It is used for 
hexagon, squares, octagon, and other shaped 
holes up to 1$ in.

The driving end of the broaching device 
is almost identical with that of a rivetter, 
and the value movement is the same. Strik
ing back is prevented by a strong spring

Fig. 2—Chart showing complete 24-hour record of 
operation of two Paper Machines.
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which is held in place by the upper support. 
When the tool is not in use, it can be raised 
as shown in the cut, in which position it is 
held by a spring set in the side rod.

The work is set in a jig placed in the 
base block where it is rigidly held. The

w---------------------------------

Broaching Hammer

tool is turned from a solid bar having three 
or more cutting edges, according to the depth 
of hole desired.

These tools operate most successfully 
under air pressures ranging from 80 to 100 
pounds.

Something New in Old Rags
By A. B. Farmer.

A line of wipers prepared by a special 
process which has been endorsed by the 
Quebec Board of Health, is being placed on 
the market by the Imperial Waste & Metal 
Co., 5-0 Queen Street, Montreal. These 
wipers, known under the trade name of 
Imperial Hygienic Cotton wipers, arc guaran
teed to be absolutely hygienic, and it seems 
that for economical as well as nygienic 
reasons they are rapidly gaining favor with 
prog.essivc manufacturers.

The rag business must be as old, or nearly 
as old as the manufacture of cloth, and the 
suggestion of an improvement in the hand
ling and treatment of rags for use as wipers 
may come as a surprise to many, but the 
system described in this article will be ap
preciated by those who have recognized 
the danger to which users of old rags of un
known antecedents are constantly exposed.

The need of better methods of treating 
rags was indicated in a very emphatic 
way a few years ago, when several large con
cerns stopped using rags altogether, after 
having suffered much inconvenience through 
employees developing sores which were at
tributed to the use of old rags as wipers. 
It was the experience of these firms that led 
the Imperial Waste k Metal Co. to improve 
on old methods and place upon the market 
their line of Imperial Hygienic (Cotton
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The “ raw material ” for the wi]>ers is 
large cast off cotton garments. These are 
first sorted according to color, as the different 
colors must be washed separately to prevent 
the colors running. They are then washed 
and scalded five or six times in a strong solu
tion of soda and soap, thoroughly cleansing 
and sterilizing every part of the material. 
The garments are then partly dried in a 
machine, and are afterwards hung up in 
large cool rooms to remove all odor of the 
wash.

This process renders the rags as clean and 
fresh- -perhaps cleaner than one’s own laun
dry. It also removes all starch, grease or 
sizing, reducing the weight of the material 
nearly 25%, and greatly increasing the ab
sorptive capacity of the cloth.

The clean garments are placed on large 
tables before competent workers who cut 
them up with large shears into convenient 
sized pieces ready for use, and carefully 
remove all buttons, hooks, and heavy mater
ial, thick seams, etc.

The finished wipers are packed in bales 
of 100 pounds am I 500 pounds, ready 
for shipment.

The careful removal of all buttons and 
hooks makes these wipers suitable for use in 
wiping and polishing the finest furniture or 
machinery without danger of scratching, 
and in the majority of large furniture plants 
waste has been discarded and these wipers 
are used in preference.

People were skeptical at first, but the 
widespread demand that has sprung up within 
two years shows that these sanitary wipers arc 
filling a longfelt want, and men appreciate 
wipers that are clean enough to use, as one 
manufacturer reports his men arc using them 
as towels. Already they are used by such 
representative concerns as the Montreal 
Rolling Mills, Montreal Light, Heat and 
Power Co., the Northern Electric & Mfg. 
Co., the Shawinigan Water k Power Co., 
the Montreal Gazette, the Dominion Motor 
Car Co., the Granby Rubber Co., the King’s 
Printer, Ottawa, the Government Mint, the 
Canada Car Co., the Ontario Power Co., the 
Bell Organ & Piano Co., and many others. 
This list of firms also shows the wide range 
of industries in which these hygienic wipers 
can be used.

The Factory Floor
Up-to-date factory people are now giving 

more or less recognition to the idea that it is 
as much a matter of economy to have the 
best practical factory floor as it is to have up- 
to-date machinery. There arc some old-time 
rough floors to be found yet, but the ten
dency in equipment is to make the floor both 
smooth and substantial; and frequently 
an old factory can be materially improved 
by the addition of a new floor. The ad
vantages of a good, smooth floor are all so 
readily apparent that they scarcely need 
setting forth here in all their details, and 
what those who are seeking to improve their 
floors desire more than argument on this point 
is information on the matter of material used 
and how to construct floors to get the best 
service.

Where it is a basement—that is, where the 
floor rests practically on the ground—the 
best plan is to fill in and make a concrete 
floor. Some people make a concrete floor
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and then put a wooden floor on top of it. 
Others use the concrete face as it is. Choice 
in this matter depends on requirements. 
In places that are not on the ground, where it 
is essential to cover with wood of some kind, 
a factory will naturally l>c influenced more or 
less by the availability of specific woods for 
flooring. In the Mississippi valley country, 
especially the upper half of it, maple is regard
ed as the best, but beech is coming in a pretty 
close second, and probably will constitute a 
fair share of the flooring. On the west coast 
they probably use fir more than anything else. 
In the south yellow pine is used extensively. 
It is largely a matter of location with refer
ence to the different species of wood. There 
is some difference, of course, in the wearing 
qualities. Maple would wear longer, and 
splinter less than pine, yet where there is con
siderable moisture pine is considered the most 
durable and less subject to decay. Where 
pine is used extensively it is generally ad
visable to use edge-grain, because this kind 
will not splinter so much as the plain sawed 
or flat-grain pine.

One point to keep in mind, no matter what 
kind of wood, is to use narrow stock so as to 
avoid prominent cracks from shrinkage.

Maple and beech generally come in narrow 
widths, but pine is made in widths up to 
6-in. stock. This 6-in. stock is not the best 
for flooring, however, by any means. Even 
21-in. or 3 in. is letter than the 4-in. The 
narrower the stock the less shrinkage there is 
in each board in case it is not thoroughly 
dry when laid, consequently the smaller 
cracks. The ideal wooden floor is a floor 
laid of narrow stock, then finished off with a 
scraper, or gone over with a plane or some
thing to smooth down any unevenness, after 
which it may well be given a coat of oil or 
paint, or something to help preserve the 
wood. It will be found, too, that the little 
extra attention in finishing will be well worth 
while for a good floor.—The Wood-Worker.

[ Montreal Builders' Banquet
The annual banquet of the Montreal 

Builders’ Exchange will be held Thursday, 
Dec. 10th. Among the distinguished speak
ers who have been invited are Hon. Sir. 
Lormer Gouin, Premier of Quebec; Hon. 
J. W. Pugsley, Federal Minister of Public 
Works; Hon. ex-Judge Doherty, M.P., for 
St. Ann’s division; Honore Gervais, M.P. for 
St. James Division, and llis Worship Mayor 
Payette.

Well Satisfied
The C. W. Raymond Co., Dayton, Ohio, 

who recently shipped for the gove nment, 
a special train loaded with brick machinery 
to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, rejoice in the 
fact, that notwithstanding the contract for 
the machinery called for 60 days time pay
ments, so well pleased with the outfit were 
the government inspectors, that the entire 
amount of twenty-one thousand dollars was 
paid within ten days after arrival.

“My grandfather was a captain of industry. 
“Well?”
“He left no sword, but we still treasure the 

stubs of his check-books.”—Houston Chron
icle.
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History of Chains and Chain Making*
Following the Early History of the Manufacture and Use of 
Chains to the Present Time. Present Practice In Manufacture.

By James A. Baker.

Just when chains were first made is un
certain, because the word has meant almost 
any kind of connection. Thousands of years 
ago rings of metal were made ami fastened 
to cloth, thus making chain armour. Later 
rings were joined together by other metal 
rings, and this was the first metal chain. 
Apparently chains were used more as orna
ments than anything else up to about 125 
years ago, although occasional patents were 
issued during the past 275 years. The first 
patent the author has knowledge of was 
issued in England in 1034 ami described as 
follows:

“A Way for the Meoring of Shipps with 
Iron Vhaynes by finding out the True Heating, 
l'paeing and Temping of Iyron for that Ppose, 
and that he hath nowe attayned to the 
True Use of the said Chaynes and that the 
same wilbe for the great saveing of cordage 
ami Safety of Shipps, and w ill redound to the 
flood of our Common Wealth.”

In 1090 a British admiral recommended 
the use of chain moorings, but not until lOf- 
years ago were chains used as ships' ■ :j«es. 
(The orginal meaning of “cable” was “cap
able.”) For nearly UK) years more there was

FIG. 2

lieen mostly of cast iron, but our Government 
now uses drop forged studs and demands that 
the grooves for the links be milled. During 
this time close link chain that is, unstudded 
-kept pace in the manner of making, and in 

the improvement of the iron for it, but less 
has been said about close link chain, as the 
interest largely centered in ship's cables. 
Nearly all improvements as to forms of welded 
chain were made in England, but this country 
has made great progress in the direction of 
increasing production and stands abreast of 
any country in the matter of fine material for 
chains. At a, Fig. 3, is shown a crown at 
the weld, which all fine end welded links 
have, ami this swell is often also sidewise, 
us at d; but, even with the crown, the links 
will lie weak at the point where the ends of 
the laps come, indicated by b. The liest end 
welded links have the ends of the laps carried 
well back on the sides, or about to f.

In 1811 an English patent was granted 
for winding rods into a spiral and cutting the 
links from it. Fig. 4 shows a device which 
was operated by hand, taking the rod hot as 
it came from the rolls.

Fig. 5 shows a blank of half round section, 
the two halves of which are welded together, 
with their end welds diametrically opposite.

stretch. In 1808 the first chain was put on 
a vessel as a cable and then jmerous patents 
in England followed qv'o, The one that 
probably had the most t<; do with furthering 
the use of chain cables was granted in 1808 
to Samuel Brown for swivels and shaekles. 
Shackles met the greatest objection to iron 
cables, which was that they could not be 
quickly parted, w hile a hempen cable could 
easily be cut. A shackle such as the one in 
Fig. 1 has a tapered pin a, which is easily 
removed, and then the bolt b can be driven 
out. The form of shackle first patented has 
scarcely changed since. All shackles, rings, 
hooks, end links, etc., should be heavier than 
the body of the chain, often much heavier. 
The shackle show n is a joining shackle. End 
or anchor shackles were and are larger.

To stimulate the stretch of hempen cables 
twisted links with studs in them were patent
ed, and it was claimed that a cable of these 
would stretch and recover 8 or 10 feet, but 
these never came into general use

English Progress.

♦Side welding, while practiced somewhat 
did not become prominent until about 1PV-. 
and became more so as sizes increased. 1 
has fallen into disrepute with the United

no progress. Almost all conceivable forms of 
chain were brought out between 1700 ami 
1820. Many machines were invented later 
for making the different kinds of chain, but 
in this country early all the welded chain is 
still made eith r by hand or under simple 
power hanimc s. There has l>een quite a 
development in wire wound or weldless 
chains, and electric welding has made progress 
within the last 25 years, but both these 
methods so far have only been successful in 
light chains. Wire wound chains hardly run 
over 1 inch and electrically welded not over

In 1783 a patent was issued in England 
for making chain by casting link after link 
into one another, and annealing the chain 
when done. Later this was tried under im
proved conditions in France, but has not 
succeeded. Another patent, in 1791, covered 
a combination of metal anil leather to prevent 
noise and give elasticity, probably because 
hempen cables were noiseless and would 
stretch and recover a great deal. Iron chains 
were objected to because they would not

* From a Paper Pres-nted before the Engineer»' 
Hoeiet.v of Western Pennsylvania.

States Government, probably due to thel 
method by which side welds are made. 
Fig. 2 shows a link of which onc-ha f of the 
lap at a has l>een welded The link b in this 
link is then shifted to the other end and 
il«e remaining part of the lap, c, welded. 
When, as is likely, slag is imprisoned at d, 
a good weld is not made, and the larger the 
diameter the more difficult it is to expel this 
slag by l and working. Moreover, the large 
links are hard to heat properly with the cold 
link b in such close proximity. Stud chain 
n the largest sizes, if made, as it should be. 

by proper machinery, would unquestionably 
lie the best as well as the cheapest, and no 
doubt such machinery can lie devised. The 
only end welded chain comparable to a good 
side welded article is hand welded, and that is 
expensive, fe’ |F

In 1813 stud chain, Fig. 3, was patented, 
and seems to he the last English patent of 
much consequence, though many efforts were 
made there in the next ten years to improve 
chain. Studs were welded in the links, but 
these, too, soon passed away. Studs have

♦From "Chain Cables and Chains," bv Thomas 
W. Trail, Crosby, Ixiokwoot * Co., London.

IFig 6 shows a blank of square bar bent three 
times around and welded. Fig. 7 shows a 
Belgian method. This compound winding 
and welding at the same heat has the objec
tion of necessitating the links to lie of too 
great length for many purposes.

An English patent in 1812 was for link 
blanks, Fig. 8, forged with heavy parts to 
form the ends of the links. Figs. 9 and 10 
show an effort to form the studs integral 
with the links. Figs. 11 and 12 show links 
welded and looped. This is probably one 
of the oldest forms of chain, though at first 
the links were not welded. Fig. 13 shows 
how, about 80 years ago, link stock was rolled 
so as to give extra strength at the welds. This 
was rolled in the usual way to the size of the 
large part, then passed through an extra set 
of rolls to reduce the intermediate parts, and 
then cut at an angle while hot. Fig. 14 shows 
a plan for making links from a solid bar, cut 
at an angle, after punching out the central 
portions e, e, and finally landing and welding 
together a and a’ and b and b\ This plan 
has been elaborately tried ui other forms, 
such as star sections. All the above ideas 
except the Belgian and the intermediate
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rolling were brought out within about 14 
years after the introduction of the first iron 
cable in 1808.

American Progress.

It seems strange that the largest chain of 
any length ever produced in this country 
was made about 130 years ago, when there 
were no rolling mills or steam hammers used 
here. It was 500 yards long and the links 
were made of 31 in. square stock, with the 
comers slightly rounded. Each link weighed 
about 275 pounds. This chain cost the 
Colonies over $2,000 per ton and was made to 
keep British ships from ascending the upper 
Hudson River. The contract was given in 
the evening and work on it commenced next 
morning at Sterling, about 20 miles back of 
West Point, N.Y. It was shipped in lengths 
of eight links on ox carts and joined at the 
river. There were seven welding and 10 
forging fires at work on it When finished it 
was held at the desired height in the river by 
logs and bolted together. Notwithstanding 
all the English enterprise later, it was nearly 
50 years after the production of this large 
chain before that country made a chain as 
large as 1$ in., and it seems that this country 
has not made as large chain since.

There is not much on record concerning 
chain making in this country. Little chain 
was made in factories here until about the 
time of the Civil War. A ship’s cable chain 
works was established about 1835 or 1840 in 
Boston, and in 1805 the Carr Chain Works 
was incorporated at Troy, N.Y., and became 
quite a factor, especially in the making of 
tine chains. This company is believed to 
have been in some way connected with the 
Burden Iron Works. About the same time 
A. Hewitt & Co. established a works in Tren
ton, N.J., which also made much progress. 
One among the earliest was the Hayden 
Chain Works, at Columbus, Ohio, which 
started by making harness and saddlery 
chains and finally made high class crane 
chains and had much to do with displacing 
English chain in this country. Even up to 
20 years ago English chain still had a hold 
here, one brand, the Lord Ward, being very 
popular for certain work. Pittsburgh to-day 
is the largest producer of chains in the 
country, the principal works being the James 
McKay Co, Jones & Laughlin, and the 
Standard Chain Co. In the last named com
pany the Baker Chain Works was merged. 
Pittsburgh not only stands first in production, 
but it is at the head in fine chain material in 
both iron and steel.

Many curious and some very ingenious 
machines have been invented for making 
welded chain, such as those for making it 
automatically from the straight rod, etc. 
A large number of chain patents have been 
issued in this country, hut the great bulk of 
all chain made here is hand welded, such as 
crane chains, and about all chains from 1J 
in. in diameter up, or if not strictly hand 
welded, nearly so. Most smaller chain of the 
usual quality is made by coiling the links, 
nutting them at an angle and welding in dies. 
At first the hammers carrying the dies were 
generally operated by foot, hut more and 
more these are being operated by 
power, even dow n to quite light chains. Men 
become very expert, and a proficient man or 
hoy can cut 250 light links per minute. They 
are wound at a very rapid rate, ami an expert

can weld 500 links per hour of light chain. 
Heating for all such work is usually done in 
flat top furnaces, the links being suspended 
through holes in the tops of the furnace 
and held by rods with hooks on their ends. 
I sually a boy places the links on the hooks 
and puts them into the furnace, and the 
chain maker takes each link from the fur
nace, threads it into the chain and places 
it in the dies, turning it once or twice while 
welding.

Electrically Welded Chain.
Electric welding of chain was first tried 

about a quarter of a century ago by taking 
two half links, Fig. 15, and joining them at 
a a. Links as large as 3 in. diameter of 
stock have been made by this process, but 
it seems it had to be abandoned for large 
chain. Recently electrically welded chain 
up to J or 8 in. has been made commercially 
by automatically cutting the blanks from a 
bar so as to form a socket in one end and a 
corresponding taper on the other end of the 
link blank, Fig. lti. This is then bent and 
joined on one side and these joints welded. 
This obviates the usual amount of upset in 
such cases. The laps, or area of contact is 
much larger than in the squarely cut ends, 
and a nice appearing and good weld is made.

Weldless Chains.
Weldless chains have greater strength in 

the small sizes, say, below ) in. than welded 
chains, because the wire from which they are

? O

made, being cold drawn, has a much greater 
strength than rod steel; the smaller the 
chain the more difficult it is to make a weld 
which will be as strong as the rod from which 
the link is made.

Nomenclature.

The chains of commerce have as many 
names as the uses to which they are put. 
I’roof chain is such as has been pulled in a 
testing machine up to a certain strain. This 
is usually somewhat below one-half of the 
load it should take to break the chain. B 
chain is an abbreviation of “best”; com
petition resulted in, B B (Best, Best) and 
later B B B (three B), so that now hardly any 
one speaks of one B chain. Well made chain 
of Swedish iron when pulled to the breaking 
point is stiff enough for a walking stick, caused 
by the links closing in on each other side- 
wise. predge chain is the same as three B. 
but should have special attention paid to the 
hardness of its stock to stand wear in sand 
and dirt. Steel chain resembles Swedish 
iron chain in extreme elongation. Nearly all 
common chain is now made of steel, and a 
good deal of chain above common is also, made 
of this material and is giving satisfactory 
service. But for particular purposes, espe
cially where great safety and resistance to 
wear are required, special iron is keeping first 
place All welded chain manufacturers make 
some iron chain

The greater the number of links in a given 
length the longer the chain will wear, for the 
greater the angle at which the links play in 
each other the faster the wear. Therefore, 
a chain will wear, sometimes more than double 
as fast in one part as in another. For in
stance, the old style tongue chain on wagons 
wore much faster next to the tongue than at 
the horse’s collar. Breast chains wore 
faster in the centre than at the ends next to 
the horse’s shoulder. It used to be the cus
tom to make these chains with heavier parts 
accordingly.

Chains used in critical places should lie 
annealed at times. The principal need for 
this arises from a strain sufficient to !>end the 
links, as this bending being really “cold 
work” on the material hardens it. If certain 
that a chain has had no strain over, say, one- 
quarter of its proof strength, or one-eighth 
of its breaking load, then there is little occa
sion for annealing. But if a chain has been 
strained well up to its breaking strength it 
should be annealed, if that is every day. Of 
course, there is no sense in using a chain to 
this limit except in dire need.

Reliability.
Much depends on the honesty both of the 

manufacturer and the chain maker. Honesty 
in the manufacturer has an influence on his 
workmen, because he will endeavor to keep as 
honest men as he can find for making chains, 
which are intended for work which would 
be dangerous without such care. This may 
seem a platitude, but the preference should 
be given always to men who have the best 
character for honesty. A good chain maker 
knows when he is making a doubtful weld. 
Chains arc generally proved, but while this is 
important proving does not tell all the story. 
Esers should understand that they should not 
expect common chain, which has a wide and 
useful field of its own, to equal the higher class 
product neetled for certain purposes.

All manufacturers give tables on chain, 
Trail already referred to gives a most com
plete collection of tables. They are, there
fore, omitted here, but some rules that have 
been deduced by the author and found useful 
are given below. From the nature of the 
case figures as to the strength of chain can 
only be given approximately:

Dimensions of Links.
Stud Chain. Maximum length inside, four 

diameters of the bar from which it is made. 
Maximum width inside, 00 per cent, of inside 
maximum length.

Standard Close Link.—Maximum length 
inside, three diameters of the bar from which 
it is made. Maximum width inside, 70 per 
cent, of maximum length inside.

Coil Chain.—This generally runs about 
like close link, but if anything somewhat 
longer in the links.

Crane Chain. Length inside, 2g times the 
diameter of the bar from which it is made, 
hut it varies a good deal. However, as a 
rule the shorter the link the better. ( Allow
able variations under maximum dimensions 
may not be over 4 per cent, and should not be 
more than 2 per cent.)

Weights.

Stud Chain.—31 times the weight of the 
bar from which it is made. (This includes
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the stud, it being equalized by the extra 
length of link.)

Standard Close Link. 31 times the weight 
<>f the bar from which it is made.

Coil Chain. 3J times the weight of the bar 
from which it is made.

Crane Chain.—4 times the weight of the 
bar from which it is made. (This extra 
weight is due to the links being somewhat

on the light sizes up to about 1 in., as the 
bars from which these are made are 1.32 in. 
larger in diameter than the nominal size of 
the chain. When in light sizes, the chain is 
made of exact size bars the chain size is given 
as “ neat.” Ordinary, or die chain, from J in. 
down, becomes further and further lowered 
in strength compared with the bar as the 
sizes become smaller, hence the greater

electrical energy could be secured at $10 
a h.p. year could electric smelting become a 
competitor of existing methods.

The Swedish experiments seem to indicate 
that the smelter might pay more for power 
and yet produce iron at a cost which would 
justify the use1 of the electricaè process as a 
commercial enterprise.

It will be seen th'.t Dr. Haanel’s visit is

fio. 17

shorter and to the crowns on the welded links 
living heavier thtn on common links.) 
Breaking Strkn< th for Well Made Chain.

Stud Chain.-- 165 per cent, of the strength 
of the bar from which it is made.

Standard Close Link.—138 per cent, of the 
strength of the bar from which it is made.

('oil Chain—120 per cent, of the strength 
of the bar from which it is made.

B. B. Crane Chain.—145 per cent, of the 
strength of the bar from which it is made.

The weight and strength run a little higher

A firm of ironworkers in Sweden have, 
«luring the past couple of years, been experi
menting with electric smelting. They claim 
that very considerable progress in electric 
smelting has been made through these ex
periments. A furnace has been constructed 
along lines found a<lvantugeous during t law- 
investigations, and this furnace will lie given 
a trial run, commencing Dcccmlier 1.

Dr. Eugene Haanel has left for Sweden to 
witness the ojieration of the furnace. Dr. 
Haanel goes at the invitation of this firm, 
and will make a report.
» It will be remembered that a couple of 
years ago tests were made of electric smelt
ing at Sault Ste. Marie under Dr Haanel’s 
supervision, and that the results were satis
factory in that they indicated the possibility 
of the process assuming a commercial value. 
The Government appropriated $15,(MX) for 
this purpose, but the net cost was only $11,- 
000.

Sweden Quick to Act.
As soon as the results of the Sault Stc. 

Marie experiments appeared, a Swedish firm 
of ironmasters appropriated 200,000 kroner 

about $56,000 and appointed a commis

si rength of weldless chains in the very small

Fig. 17 shows how the sides of the links 
straighten at d; and, therefore, bend at a, 
when the chain has been loaded sufficiently 
to distort the links and «-xplains why links 
will not stand double the loa«l of the bar, 
because while the metal is stretching generally, 
the stretch is very much greater in the outer 
line at the quarter, and added to this is the 
fact that the emls of the laps end about at 
this point.

sion of three, a metallurgical expert, an elce- 
trical expert and a mechanical expert, to 
conduct further experiments along the same 
line. This commission has liven at work 
for two years, and after constructing many 
furnaces seems to have achieved success. 
The furnace at Dunmarfvet is to lie starte<l 
on December 1, and Dr. Haanel has been in
vited to be present and report upon it. The 
firm previously refused a request of the 
Norwegian Government to lx- admitted 
to a view of these ex|ieriments, so that the 
compliment to Canada and to Dr. Haanel 
is considerable.

It has been learned that this new furnace 
is a great advance upon previous efforts. 
It will use 800 h.p. instead of 250 h.p . 
which the Sault Ste. Marie furnace used 
On the same plan a furnace of 3,000 h.p. 
could be erected and a furnace of that size 
would have a capacity of 10,000 tons of pig 
iron a year. The cost in Sweden will be only 
$12.03 a ton. The cost of the furnace would 
lie $20,400, without allowing for royalty, 
interest or amortization. It will be seen that 
this is only three-quarters pr thereabouts 
of the cost of producing pig iron by the ex
isting methods.

The report on the experiments conducted 
at Sault Ste. Marie, showed that only when

fraught with importance for the industrial 
future of the country.

An Important Address.
In this connection it may lie of interest 

to note some remarks made by Professor 
E. G. Von Odelstierna, in a paper read 
liefore a technical congress in Norrkoping, 
Sweden. "The iron industry of Canada,” he 
said, "in certain ways resembles that of 
Sweden, viz., first, the largest number of 
the iron deposits are magnetites, very similar 
to certain of our ores; . . . second, the
large deposits of magnetite seem in general 
to be located where abundance of good 
wood for charcoal is available; third, Canada 
possesses in these localities large water powers. 
There is no doubt in my mind that Canada 
will develop in the future a large iron industry, 
as already stated in my report on the ex
hibition in Chicago, and whaljver doubt 
there was is now* entirely removed when 
witnessing the energetic steps taken by the 
( îovernment of Canada in later years to reach 
this aim.

Effect of "Customs Union.”
" I require, therefore, now to add that this 

expansion of the iron industry in Canada 
will very soon be reached, to judge from the 
gratifying results obtained from the electric 
smelting experiments at Sault Ste. Mari<- 
XVe have, therefore, to fear that the iron 
industry of Sweden can expert a dangerous 
competition from Canada, which not only can 
cut out our market in the United States, but 
also our market in England if that country 
should adopt the proposed customs union 
with the colonies; also in regard to China 
and Japan is Canada better situated.”

A feature of special importance with 
regard to the matter is the fact that whereas 
blast furnaces must have ore that is almost 
free from impurities such as sulphur, by the 
electric process ores with an admixture of 
sulphur as high as 24 per cent, can be handled. 
Much of the ore in Central Canada—Quebec 
and Ontario- is of this type, and thus would 
become available.

Will Investigate Producer Gas.
Dr. Haanel will also investigate the results 

of the latest experiments and discoveries 
made in Europe in connection with tb use 
of producer gas engines for industriaUpur -

Experiments with Electric Smelting
Swedish Firm Have Carried Out Series of Experiments. With Re
sults So Encouraging That Dr. Eugene Haanel Has Been Asked 
to Come to Sweden to Investigate for Canadian Government.
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B. E. Walker’s Address Before Cham
bers of Commerce, New York

jjf You Do Not Open Your Doors a Little More Liberally to Us, So 
Tnat We Can More Nearly Pay You In Goods, . . . You Will 
Leave Us No Alternative But to Keep Up Our Tariff Walls

At the banquet of the Chamber of Com
merce of the State of New York, Mr. Byron 
E. Walker and Mr. Sifton spoke as Canadian 
guests.

Mr. Walker spoke of the development of 
the United States and of the building up of 
Canada. He called attention to the much 
greater responsibility falling upon Canada 
than the United States in proportion to popu
lation because of immigration.

Building Railways.
“The greatest difficulty in all new settle

ments is of course transportation, and we un
building railroads at the rate of a thousand 
or more miles jier annum, equal, relatively to 
population, to twelve or thirteen thousand 
miles |>er annum in the United States, but 
hanlly sufficient for our needs, when consider
ed in respect to the great areas being put un
der settlement. In the last ten years our 
railmad mileage 1ms increased from Hi,.1>84 
in 1898 to 22,452 in 1907. All railmad 
building in the west is lieing done by three 
great companies, ami in a few years we shall 
doubtless have three completely equipped 
transcontinental railroad systems, truly a 
remarkable accomplishment for seven or 
eight million people.

Banking Facilities Good.
“Next to transportation, adequate bank

ing is one of the most important requisites. 
The numlier of bank branches in Canada 
is 1,900 in comparison with about 040 
ten years ago. Multiplied by twelve this 
would mean 22,800 banks in the United 
States, and the fact that we are so abund
antly supplied should cheek somewhat the 
silly statement, frequently made in the 
western states, to the effect that small com
munities are better served by individual and 
local banks than by the branches of large 
banks having their head offices in the mone
tary centres. The growth in railroads 
and banking will suggest without further 
detail what the strain of providing new towns, 
tiew schools, churches, teachers, doctors, 
lawyers, trading |>eople of all classes, the 
early stages of manufacturing and all the 
other accessories of civilization has been. 
The history of the settlement of your great 
west shows in a large way what we am doing 
in a smaller degree.”

Jug-Handled Trade,
Turning to the trade issue, Mr. Walker, 

said in part:—“In the last ten years we have 
bought from Great Britain to the extent of 
$599,047,000, from the United States $1,430.- 
852,000 and from other countries $271,430,000, 
in all $2,301,335,000. In the same time 
we have sold to Great Britain to the extent of 
•1,174,888,000, tn the United Steles 8747.296, 
000 and to (it her count res $226,545,000, in all 
$2,148,226,000. It used to he thought that 
while nations settle their accounts with bills 
of exchange and other forms of money, in 
reality^thcy only exchange goods with each 
other; and also that if one nation bought 
from another very largelv in excess of its

power to pay in goods it must look to the 
nation it was buying from so largely to buy 
the securities which must lie sold to pay the 
balance But apparently we have changed 
all that. Great Britain takes our products 
far beyond our purchases from her, and buys 
our securities as well. You sell us sixty 
per cent, of our imports, but buy only 35 
per cent, of our exports and rarel> buy our 
securities. It is true that we are improving 
our purchases from England, and that you are 
improving your purchases from us and even 
occasionally taking an interest in our securi- 
ties, but I invite your deepest, most broad
minded and wisest consideration of these 
most striking figures, and I ask you whether 
you think it is likely that trading relations 
so one-sided can continue forever.

The Alternative.

“ Beyond a /terudventure, if you do not 
open your doors a little more liberally to us, 
so that we ran more nearly pay you in yoods 
instead of always drawiny on London for the 
purchase price of what she has bought from 
us in filer to pay you. you will leave us no 
alternative hut to keep up oui tariff walls until 
we can create at home almost every manufac
tured thing you sell us on the one, hand, while 
on the other we seek trade preferably with any 
nation which takes pay in yoods so as to 
lessen our payment of actual money to you. 
Believe me, my dear friends, 1 am bold enough 
to say these things beeanse some one should 
say them and because you of all bodies in the 
United States are the one to which they 
should lx) said.

The Banking System.
“ 1 have already spoken quite too long 

and I shall trespass further on your patience 
only for a few minutes. I was particularly 
requested to say something regarding our 
banking system, but I have so rev. fitly spoken 
to the Amerienn Bankers' Association re
garding yours that I hesitate to refer to the 
subject again further than to add to my 
remarks at Denver regarding what Alexander 
Hamilton had tried to do in banking for the 
United States, the fact that when you 
threw his system overboard we picked it up 
and based our first charters largely on the 
charter of the first United States Bank, and 
that we have clung to this, building it up to 
suit our purposes, until we have a system 
which, whether suitable for other countries 
or not, admirably serves our purposes both 
as to the individual and ns to the nation as 
a whole The differenee between tho two 
countries, stated in the smallest compass, 
is that instead of about 17,000 individual 
banks we have thirty banks with 1,900 
hranehes, and these hanks being few in num
ber, and each large in capital and importance, 
they are trusted to manage their own reserves, 
to issue credit notes, to hold the deposits 
of the Government—one being selected ils 
the chief banker of all important Government 
business and to open branches even in 
foreign countries, thus developing not only a

local hut a great international force in the 
finances and trade of the country.”

Canada ok the Future.
In closing, Mr. Walker (-numerated some 

of the material resources of the Dominion of 
Canada, he said, had, in addition to her vast 
tracts of tillable land and of forest, more 
fishing waters than any other nation. “ But,” 
lie added, “too many of our friends wish to 
fish in them.” She had iron, nickel, copper 
and coal enough to rank with the greatest 
nations in this respects, and, while she was 
but the eight li nation in gold production, 
she was Ix-ginning to look important in silver, 
with the Cobalt camp turning out about a 
million a month. In horse-breeding and 
dairying Ontario had a high place; manu
facturing was making great strides, and in 
some liranclics of manufactures Canada was 
beginning to seek a share in those markets 
o|>en to the world's competition.’

A Land to Love.
S»" \<> one," said Mr Walker, "can at 
p csent estimate the extent in horse power 
or the value in money of our water powers, 
which probably in these respects exceed those 
of any other nation in the world. We have 
a land most of whielt receives at least the 
average rainfall, with a summer climate 
almoste very where which would please the most 
fastidious and a winter climate which, to the 
native-born at least, is <6 thing of lieauty 
and a joy forever. We share with you the 
great lakes and we have at least twelve or 
fifteen great river systems, any of which 
would lie remarkable among the river sys
tems of the world, besides unnumbered 
smaller lakes and rivers. Finally, we are a 
contented people, with a fine birth-rate, 
with hardly any illiteracy, loving law and 
order and insisting on it in every mining camp 
and on the rudest frontier line. We ho|>e to 
build up a nation as free as any in the world, 
with our own peculiar institutions, with a 
share of some kind in the British Empire, 
and with relations with your great country 
which should through the coming ages lie 
of Ix-netit to both nations materially, intel
lectually and ethically.”

Cement vs. Clay Tile for 
Drainage

In an article on “Drainage- Problems,” 
Prof. Marston. of the Iowa State College, 
liefore the Iowa State Drainage Association» 
made the following references to the com
parative worth of cement tile and clay tile:

The question of cement tile vs. clay tile 
is one concerning which our Engineering 
Experiment Station probably receives more 
inquiries at present than concerning any 
other one feature of drainage. It may lie 
added that it is one of the questions con
cerning which we find very unsettled con
ditions of opinion among drainage engineers.

The Engineering Experiment Station has 
lieen making a series of tests of the relative 
strength of cement and clay drain tile. At 
the ages at which they are first used, there 
seems to lie no question that cement drain 
tile are usually considerably weaker than 
good clay tile of the same diameter. There 
is, of course, an increase of strength with age 
in the case of cement tile, which is not found 
in the case of the clay tile. Just, how much
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this is our tests have not yet shown, and our 
tests ought to he very much more extensive 
than at present before conclusions are drawn 
from them. It cannot yet l>e considered 
as proved, therefore, whether good cement 
tile, as at present made, will, or will not, læ 
equal in strength to the average clay tile. 
The probabilities are that as present manu
factured they will be found weaker on the 
average.

In any case, it is quite evident that it is 
possible to make cement drain tile of equal 
strength with clay tile by making the shells 
thick enough. It is evident that consider
able more experimentation should lie carried 
out to determine what proportions of cement 
and thickness of shell should lie used in the 
manufacture of cement tile to give them suffici
ent strength. Here again, it will be of great 
importance to know what pressures must be

Taking the total production at all blast
furnace works in the world, according to 
recent statistics, at about 50,000,000 tons of 
blast-furnace slag for the last year, and 
assuming further the t one ton of ungranulated 
blast-furnace slag measures, when broken up, 
about 20cubic feet, the blast-furnace slag pro
duced in one year represents a mountain of 
nearly 1,000,000,000 cubic feet. Todispose of 
such enormous masses yearly deserves serious 
consideration, taking into account that the 
production of pig iron, and with it also that of 
slag, is steadily increasing, and that the land 
in the neighborhood of blast-furnaces is, as a 
rule, of great value.

A brick press for making slag bricks was 
recently invented by Paul Thomann in Ger
many. The jjeculiarity of this press consists 
of an improved mixing apparatus, of special 
construction, for mixing slaked lime and gran
ulated slag, as well a ; in a peculiar method of 
pressing the bricks. The process is as fol
lows: Slaked lime anti granulated slag com
ing from an automatic feeder are led to the 
mixing apparatus by means of a band con
veyor. The mixing apparatus consists of a 
small cylindrical sheet-iron vessel containing

carried by drain tile in the ground, a question 
which is not yet settled. Doubtless most 
of the trouble experienced at the present time 
with cement drain tile is due to the fact that 
there has l>een no exact determination of 
the best methods and materials of manufac
ture, of the necessary minimum proportions 
of cement, an< of the minimum thickness 
of shell for different diameters. The attempt 
of inexperienced and uninformed men to 
manufacture such tile has led to disastrous 
results in some cases. I think any competent 
engineer would admit the possibility of 
manufacturing cement drain tile which will 
be thoroughly satisfactory in every way. 
Standard specifications should l>e prepared 
for cement drain tile, and it is desirable that 
these should be based on scientific tests as 
well as on the practical experience of en
gineers who have used them.

a mixer with screw-like arms of peculiar 
shajie, in which the materials are, owing to 
quick rotation, intimately mixed within a 
short time. The mixture of sand and slaked 
lime thus produced falls, by means of a 
hopper, into the brick press. The peculiarity 
of the latter consists in an arrangement by 
means of which the brick is formed in layers, 
each layer being hammered down separately, 
one above the other, until the brick mould 
is filled up. This arrangement has the ad
vantage of cheaper working expenses and 
less initial outlay.

Another method of making slag bricks, still 
in use, consists in mixing 1 part of Portland 
cement with from 4 to 5 parts of granulated 
slag and passing this mixture into moulds. 
These bricks must remain in the mould for 
24 to 30 hours after lieing pressed. As they 
are not allowed to harden in the ojien they 
have to remain, after having been taken out 
from the mould, for six to eight weeks in a 
covered shed, well protected against sun and 
wind, where they are moistened from time 
to time.

The bricks produced in this way are of 
very good quality, but the cost of manu

facture is high, requiring also a considerable 
initial outlay.

The best slag bricks, so far as exact sha|>e 
and dimensions as well as great hardness and 
resistance to crushing are concerned, are 
manufactured according to the English 
method.

By this process blast-furnace slag can Ik* 
made into bricks or stones without any 
addition of cement, slaked lime, or any 
binding medium. It is based on the fact 
that insoluble silica is rendered soluble- i.e., 
ready for combination—if exposed to high 
steam pressure during a certain lapse of time.

The bricks, manufactured according to this 
process, can lie transported to their desina 
tion and used for masonry as soon as they 
have left the hardening chamber. For this 
method of manufacturing bricks blast
furnace slag from the old slag heaps, even if 
exposed to free air for several years, can lie 
utilized. The cost of producing 1,000 bricks 
of ordinary size, according to the English 
process, described above, is stated to la* 
$3.16.

Slag bricks have the following advantages 
over ordinary baked clay bricks: (a) They 
have a considerably higher resistance against 
crushing; (b) houses built with slag bricks 
are never damp, and can l>e occupied without 
danger to health as soon as they are built ; (c) 
slag bricks are more accurate in shape and 
dimensions lie cause they are not baked, and 
therefore do not shrink like clay bricks.
*- Slag Cement. The author, in spite of con 
trary statements, asserts that Portland 
cement of good quality can lie made from such 
slag, containing 42% of lime and 4$% of 
oxide of manganese. The cement made 
from such slag showed not the slightest trace 
of instability of volume even after six years' 
use; it also stood all the tests required by 
the standards for Portland cement.

To a certain extent the presence of metal 
oxides, such as those of iron and manganese, 
which, as a rule, are higher in slag from white 
pig iron, renders the cement made from it 
more apt to resist the influences of sea water, 
as already mentioned in previous pai>ers. 
Secondly, the presence of metallic oxides 
reduces the temperature of fritting, necessary 
for the formation of clinker, thus effecting 
saving in fuel as a consequence. A high per
centage of lime in Portland cement is not 
only not necessary, but is to a certain extent 
even injurious, as, being to a certain extent 
free, it causes the cement to "blow.” Ex
perience has also shown that cement, rich in 
lime, cannot lie used advantageously for 
buildings in sea-water.

Utilization of Blast Furnace Slag
Manufacture of Brick ant Cement from Blast Furn
ace Slag; Brick Press lr. ntedlln Germany. From 
a Paper Before Iron and Steel Institute. May, 1908.

IFy^C . D E S c h w a r z

T H I N K
*Y*HE World moves, and success comes to those 

who move with it, and—THINK. Thirty years 
ago nobody used the telephone ; fifteen years ago 
nobody used Seamless Steel Tubing. The Me
chanical Men who do not use Seamless Steel Tubing 
are in the same class with Business Men who do 
not use the telephone : they are away behind and 
slipping backwards.

Shelby Seamless Tubing saves Time and Money, is 
made in hundreds of sizes and gauges, can be 
annealed or tempered, comes in low or high carbon 
or in Nickel Steel, can be coiled, bent, expanded, 
Hanged, plated and swaged, and solves most of the 
hard mechanical problems at once. We have the 
ONLY stocks in Canada. Immediate shipment. All 
standard sizes. Write for prices and information.

JOHN MILLEN & SON, Ltd.
Sole Canadian Distributors of 

Shb’hv Seamless Steel Tubino .

MONTREAL TORONTO - VANCOUVER
Address all Correspondence to 321 St. .lame* St.. Montreal

When Writing Advertiser* Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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Raymond “777” Brick Machine

Over six million brick made every day on the famous Raymond 
“777” Brick Machine.

It is the embodiment of strength, durability and performance— 
so with all of our manufacture.

We issue the following Publications, which may be 
obtained upon application to our 

Publicity Department
(a) GENERAL CATALOG, (b) CATALOG OF DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS, (e) “SMILES.”

EXHIBITS:
2040—9ft. Heavy Duty Dry Pan.
2042—No. 2 Rotary Automatic Cutting Table.
2044— “999” Brick Machine.
2045— Perfection Hand Represses 
2016—Clay Conveyors.
2047 —Four Roll Crushers.
2049—Niagara Hollow Ware Machine.
2052— Victor Repress.
2053— Granulators and Bevel Geared Pug Mills.
2055— Clay Elevating Machinery.
2056— Portable track.
2060— Roofing Tile Designs.
2061— Dry Presses and Dry Press Machinery.
2062— Automatic Tile Cutter.
2063 —System of Open Air Drying.
2069— Peerless Smooth Roll Crusher.
2070— No. 3 Brick and Tile Machine.

Pug
2072—Single Geared Pug Mills.
2075—Semi-Automatic Cutter
2077— Radiated Heat Dryer.
2078— Soft Mud Machinery.
2079— Belt Apron Type Clay Elevator
2080— “555” Brick Machine.
2081— Automatic Wet Pan Emptier.
2082— Piano Wire Screens.
2083— No. 1 Automatic Cutter.
2084— Dryer Cars.
2085— No. 3 Hand Dry Press.
2086— Automatic End Cutter.
2087— “ 777” Brick Machine.
2088— Hoisting Apparatus.
2089— No. 2 Combination Brick Machine.

THE C. W. RAYMOND CO.
The Largest Exclusive Builders of Clay Working Machinery in the World

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.
When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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Buy Canadian Clayworking Machinery
THE BECHTEL BRICK MACHINE 
THE BECHTEL AUTOMATIC CUTTERS 
THE BECHTEL DRIER

All of these excel in substantiality, durability and efficiency, and all are evolutions of 
practical clayworking experience and not pen-and-ink theory.

BUY the CUTTER that CUTS and the DRIER that DRIES

THE CUTTER THAT CUTS-THE BECHTEL AUTOMATIC END CUT TABLE

WE MANUFACTURE AND SELL

SOFT MUD, STIFF MUD & DRY PRESS MACHINES
Complete plants equipped for the manufacture of Brick, Tile, Sewer 1‘ipe, 

Fireproofing, Conduits, Hollow Block and Roofing Tile.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES TO

BECHTELS LIMITED
D.pt. d. Waterloo, Ontario

When Writing Advertiser* Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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DISINTEGRATORS.
The

J. D. FATE CO.
Manufacturera of

CLAY
WORKING

MACHINERY
PLYMOUTH

This Disintegrator is constructed practically on the same line as our No. 1, but is not so large, and is designed for yards of 
smaller capacity, being able to thoroughly prepare clay for from 20,000 to 40,000 brick per day. It thoroughly shreds or 
separates the clay and leaves it in a loose and open condition and in proper shape to absorb water rapidly when being worked 
in a pug mill. It also pulverizes the small stone and separates the larger ones, putting the clay in the best possible condition. 
The slow roll is of hard chilled iron, and is 18 inches in diameter by 16 inch face, and is in two sections. The shaft in this roll 
runs in adjustable bearings so that the space between the rolls is easily adjusted. It is provided with a driving pulley 24 inches 
in diameter by 6 inch face, and should run from 70 to 80 revolutions per minute.
The speed roll is composed of four chilled iron sections, having lugs or.teeth set alternately one with the other, and by this 
construction the clay is taken gradually, which gives evenness of motion. These sections are keyed on to a large shaft in such 
a manner that they are interchangeable and reversible, and when one cutting edge becomes worn they mav be reversed, and 
an entire new cutting surface presented to the material. The speed roll is fitted with a driving pulley 10 inches in diameter by 
10 inch face, which should run from 700 to 800 revolutions, and this roll is also provided with a heavy balance wheel.
Approximate weight, 2,600 pounds.

Ohio
Richland Oo.

U.8.A.

Send for Catalog

No. 1 DISINTEGRATOR

It is a well known tact that in the working of clay, that the more the clay is prepared by being worked and pugged, the more 
plastic it becomes, and consequently the product is improved. No other machine better prepares the clay than a good Dis
integrator, and no better Disintegrator is manufactured than this one, and it is equal to any duty exacted of it. The main frame 
is heavy and solid, being cast in one piece. The large roll is a slow speed feeding roll with hand chilled face, the bearings of 
which are adjustable, so that the distance between the rolls can be regulated to any degree of fineness. This roll is 24 inches 
in diameter, and 18 inch face, and has driving pulley 24 inches in diameter by 6$ inch face, which should be run 70 to 80 
revolutions per minute.

The small roll which is 12 inches in diameter by 18 inch face, has steel bars running continually across the roll which can be 
easily and cheaply replaced when worn. The driving pulley of this roll is 10 inches in diameter by 10 inch face, and should run 
from 700 to 800 revolutions per minute. It is provided with a heavy balance or fly wheel, which insures steadiness of operation 
and uniform speed. This machine will disintegrate clay for from 40,000 to 60,000 brick per day. Approximate weight 8,500 lbs.

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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CLAY CONVEYORS.

Send for our Catalog and write ue in regard 
to anything you need in our line and we 
will be glad to give you information and 
quote you prices.

The J. D. FATE CO.
Plymouth, Ohio

U.S.A,
Richland Co.

SPROCKET CHAIN CLAY CONVEYORS
An almost indispensable article in a clay plant is a Clay Conveyor that will not slip, or allow 

the clay to roll backward, and one that will not clog by reason of the clay sticking to the 
rolls or spools. We desire to call your attention to the Clay Conveyor shown on this page ; 
it is entirely free from all the objectionable features mentioned above. It is strong, durable 
and positive, and being driven by a sprocket chain, does away with the solid 
rolls or spools, and is always kept in line without shifting, preventing the 
rubbing of one edge against the rail and consequent wear on the belt. The con
struction is such that the clay will not roll hack even when 
the Conveyor is set almost straight. Ample provision is made 
for taking up the slack in the chain, and it is made in 12, 14,
16 and IS inch widths and any length de
sired. It is geared as shown and has 20 
inch bv 4 inch driving pulley, which at 100 
revolutions will give about 65 feet of clay 
belt per minute.

BELT CLAY CONVEYOR
While we do not advise the use of the old fashioned drag belt 

Clay Conveyor, there is a demand for them and we make them of 
the style shown on this page. They are very strong and serviceable 
and ample provision is made for taking up the slack in the belt. 
We make them in 12, 14, 16 and 18 inch widths 
and any length desired. They are hack geared as 
shown and the driving pullev is 20 inches in dia 
meter with 4 inch face, which at 100 revolutions 
will give about 00 feet of the clay belt 
per minute.

When W'rltln* Advertiser* Pleaae Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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I I
H.C.BAIRO&SON

B

HAMMANT STEEL CAR AND ENGINEERING WORKS
HAMILTON

Brick Manufacturers
When you are in the market for any size or stjle of

WOODEN BRICK PALLETS
Write us for prices. We have made a specialty 
of this line for years, and have got the cost of 
production to a point that enables us to give 
qualits AND PROMPT DELIVERY at prices 

which cannot be rivalled.

BARCHARI) & COMPANY, LIMITED
I t.VlAl DUKE STREET, TORONTO

Don’t lose money on old-fashioned 
equipment

KOPPEL CARS
and

PORTABLE TRACK
Save money In transporting materials 

and finished products

Our Booklet D 31 will tell you how

ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY
146 Morris Building, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Large Stock In
New York, Koppel, Chicago, San Francisco, etc

INDUSTRIAL RAILWAYSFOR

FOUNDRIES 
ROLLING MILLS 
FACTORIES 
BRICKYARDS 
CEMENT WORKS 
MINES, Etc.

TURNTABLES, DUMPING BUCKETS, SKIPS, 
DBYEB CABS PALLETS, WHEELS & AXLE.i

KELLS
Patent WIRE CUT Machine

WITH CLAY CRUSHER and 
PUG MILL ATTACHED

Kiln Doors 
Kiln Irons 
Grate Bars

FULL LINE OF BRICK AND TILE MAKING MACHINERY AND YARD SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

H. C. BAIRD, SON & CO„ Limited, Parkhill, Ont.
When Writing Advertiser* Please Mention The Canadien Manufacturer.
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What’s 
in a 
Name

STRENCTI

ACCESS 

TO ALL 

PARTS

cREATESTi
/0. rebsure;

a

PRFSSBERG HR1GR

I

PROOUCT

Tilt* IIKKCi I* 
hull! for quality, 
for simplicity and 
for strength.

The IlKKti Is 
built for work ; 
long work ; hard 
work; steady 
work—and It 
never falls to do 
Its work, da y 
after day, year 
after year.

The Iterg saves 
the most time 
and saves the 
most labor and 
it makes the 
most money for 
the brick manu 
facturers.

Correspo nd- 
ence invited.

IMPROVED^BERO B RICK;.PF l ESC

Manufactured by its inventor in Toronto, Canada, exclusively.
All equipment for Brick Plants to make Sanà Lime Brick, Sand Cement Brick, Shale Brick, Clay Brick and Fire Brick.

DRV PRESS, STIFF MUD AND SOFT MUD BRICK MACHINERY

The Berg Brick Machinery Co.,
When Writing Advertiser* Pleaee Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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Facts about
Fireproof
Factories

A Factory or Warehouse 
secure from lightning, falling 
sparks, forsaken matches, 
etc., saves its owner time, 
worry and insurance pre
miums.

" GALT " STEEL SHINGLES, 
SIDING, CEILINGS, WINDOWS 
AND SKYLIGHTS make a build
ing not only absolutely fire
proof, but they last as long 
as the building stands and 
cost no more than inferior 
materials.

Tell us what interests you 
most and get our Catalogs and

TheQaltArtMetalCo.
LIMITED

Galt, - Ontario
Agents in every Canadian city.

THE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT FOR SAIE

November 27, 1908

The DOMINION OILCLOTH CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of—

LINOLEUMS 
FLOOR OIL CLOTHS 
TABLE OIL CLOTHS

Alao Carriage, Stair and Knamelled Oil 
Cloths, Decorative llurlaps.

Office and Works - MONTREAL

BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES

OUlt SPECIALTIES - LIMK, CEMENT1
sewer pipe, plaster Haris, fire brick and Are clay. 
ONTARIO LIMK ASSOCIATION. 118 Ksplanado 
Street Kast, Toronto.

RUBBER STAMPS

B CAIRNS. 77 QUBKN STRKKT KAST. 
Toronto—Rubber SlampH. Seals, Name Plates, 
Stencils.

K. PULLAN, TORONTO, positively the largest 
dealer in paper stock in the Dominion. Also 
buys rags, iron, metals, etc. Corner Adelaide 
and Maun. Phone Main tiiiKl. Toronto.

ACMIR

FOR SALK—One 24"x2l"x7' Bertram planer; 
second hand,including chuck and countershaft; 
machine in first-class condition. Apply to J.D. 
Anderson, 60 and 62 Sandwich St. West Windsor, 
Out.

FOR SALK Considerably less than cost, a new 
Campbell Oil Knglne, eight horse power working 
ing load, electric lighting type, cheapest source of 

wer, for small factory. JONK9 & GLASSCO.ffi
PATENT FOR SALE

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALK Patent No 
114018, leaned September 16, 1808. Detachable 
Cross Line Buckle, made in two pieces, simple, 
durable and safe The strap locks tongue in 
frame, a strong, neat harness buckle. We will 
sell Canadian Patent. Parties interested write to 
Koch & Smith, Riddle. Oregon, U.8.A.

BOILERS, ENGINES, RUMPS, 
WOOD AND IRON WORKING 

MACHINERY

Largest stock in Montreal. 
Terms and Prices always right.

W.L.Miller & Co.
32-4* et. George Street,

BOILERS
All Type»

First Close Construction

ENGINES
Meo'um Speed

Blow Speed

E. LEONARD & SONS
London, Ont.

1790 8t. Jamn Street
Montreal, P.Q. St. John, N.B.

ARMSTRONG'S
RATCHET

ATTACHMENT
fits all GENUINE Armstrong Die 
Stocks. It is invaluable in corners, 
against walls and ceilings, or when
ever the handles of a die stock can
not be turned.

It is a well-made tool and the 
cost is moderate.

Circulars and prices on application

THE ARMSTRONG MFG.CO.
281 KnowltonSt., Bridgbport.Conn.

Chicago Office, 43 S. Canal St.

F. W. MORE & SON, Limited, HoANMT'k;?oN
Manufacturers of Shafts, Pole», Rime, Hubs 

Spokes, Sleigh Runners, Etc.

Rock, Ore, Cement- Clinker, Coal,

Crushers and Pulverizers
The Senator Mill Manufacturing Co..

Celt. Ont. Limited

We have Pulverizing Millh in eight Portland 
Cement factories in Canada, including 20 GRIF
FIN MILLS in the new plant of the Lehigh Port 
land Cement Co. at Belleville. Ont.

WIRE
SCREENS

FOR EVERY CLASS 
OF WORK

Perforated Metal of 
Steel, Copper. 

Brass, Zinc, for all 
purposes

Special attention 
given to Miners' 

L.i Requirements

'I'BMENINGWIRECO.1; ;I~X.
,W( (LIMITED) !
A WIRE MANUFACTURERS .a ■ ■■■■_■ ■
|W| &. METAL PERFORATORS . _ ~ „ L _

,S, HAMILTON ...I. I I. 
, S > M 0 N T R E ALL- I.T. I.T. I.T.
When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canndlnn Manufacturer.
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“ BEECH CREEK" FIRE BRICK
SPECIAL Mixtures for use in Rolling Mills, Malle

able Iron Works, Steel Works, Blast Furnaces,
Cupolas, Class Tanks, Cement Kilns, Locomotive 

Blocks, and all High Crade Uses.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE BRICK COMPANY
BEECH CREEK. PA.. U.S.A.

I CRUCIBLES, stopper*. Sleeves, Nozzles, Covers, Caps, Lids— absolutely standard 
and uniform In quality. The scientific research of 30 years and finest ma

terials obtainable are embodied In our products.

McCULLOUGH-DALZELL CRUCIBLE COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

FIRE BRICK
^ CVmVNWM. _______  __________

ALUMINITE 
SILICA
MAGNESIA AND 
CHROME BRICK 

FIRE CLAY SILICA CIMENT B HACNESITE

Our factories are the moHt complete in the 
country. Located in PeniiHylvania, Ohio, and 
Kentucky—and controlling the largest known 
bodies of Refractory materials for different work. 
Operated by experienced managers. We manu
facture material for all heat work—second to none 

Capacity over 200,000 Brick and Special Shapes 
per day. VVrite for catalogue.

Get Your TECHNICAL and MECHANICAL BOOKS
From The Canadian Manufacturer Publishing Co., McKinnon Building, Toronto

We Can Supply Any Book on Any Subject
SUCCESSORS TOUNITED FIRE BRICK COMPANY SMssjaK-

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE CLAY AND SILICA FIRE BRICK
FOR ALL PURPOSES. THERE ARE NONE BETTER

Offices: PITTSBURGH and UNIONTOWN, Penn.

MR. CONSUMER:
The following letter, received from one of our 
customers, should be interesting to you :

The Monongahela Hiver Cons. (!oal X Coke Co.,
Dear Sirs :

In reply to your enquiry of the 19th, regarding shipments on eontracts, we might 
say that we have been particularly struck with the regularity of the quality of your ship
ments, ami have also noted that at times when it is impossible to obtain deliveries from 
any other source, your cars have come through without any considerable delay.

Yours truly, WM. BARBER & BROS., Lru.
If You want the Beet, buy from us

The Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co.
BUFFALO, N Y

When Writing Advertiser* Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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THE CANADA CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
COMMERCIAL QUALITY

MANUFACTURERS OF
CHEMICALLY PURE QUALITY

ACIDS AND CHEMICALS
ACIDS:—Sulphuric, Muriatic, Nitric, Mixed, Acetic, Phosphoric, Hydro-fluoric.
CHEMICALS :—Salt Cake, Glauber's Salts, Soda Hypo, Silicate, Sulphide, Epsom Salts, Blue Vitriol, Alumina 

Sulphate. Lime Bi-sulphite, Nitrate of Iron, C.T.S., and Calcium Acid Phosphate

Chemical Works and Head Office Sales Office Warehouses

LONDON TORONTO TORONTO AND MONTREAL

CASSELLA COLOR COMPANY Winn & Holland, limited
(American Branch of Leopold Casiella A Co., C. m. b. H.) MONTREAL

ARTIFICIAL BRUNNER, MONO & CO’S

DYESTUFFS Sal Soda
New York, 182-184 Front Street. CONCENTRATED SAL SODA
BostOll, 68 Essex Street. SAL AMMONIAC
Philadelphia, 126-128 south Front st. CHLORIDE
Providence, 64Exohan;;JPlace. SODA ASH
Atlanta, 47 North Prior Street. BLEACHING POWDER
Montreal, 59 Will am Street CAUSTIC SODA

THE NICHOLS CHEMICAL COMPANY
LIMITED

Head Office -222 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL. Works OAPELTON. P.Q.
MANUFACTURERS OK HIGHEST QUALITY CHKMIGAI.8

Sulphuric, Muriatic and Nitric Acids, Glauber’s Salt, Salt Cake, Mixed Acid for
DYNAMITE MAKERS, Etc.

AGENTS FOR ST All an# TRIANGLE BRANDS PUREST AND STRONGEST

BLUE VITRIOL. PAPER MAKERS’ ALUM.
Address all Correspondence to the Head Office, - MONTREAL 

When Writing Advertisers Please Mention The Canadian Manufacturer.
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Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jr rsey City, N.J.. . 6
Dodge Mfg. Co., Toronto....................................... 5

Empire Light Co.. Montreal

Factory Inspectors. Ontario................................... ibc
Fate. J. D. Co., Plymouth, Ohio.......................46-47
Fell, I. C. A Co., Toronto....................................... 18
Fensom, C. J., Toronto............................................ 19
Fetherstonhaugh A Co., Toronto..........................  obc
Forman. John. Montreal......................  lu

G
Galt Art Metal Co., Galt, Out. 
Gartshore, J. J„ Toronto..

.......  50.......   19
Gartshore-Thorason Pi|>e A Foundry Co., Ham

ilton, Ont.......................   16
Globe Machine A Stamping Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 14
Goldie A McCulloch Co., Galt, Ont........................ 3
Goold, Shapely A Muir Co., Brantford, Ont . . .
Greening, B., Wire Co., Hamilton, Ont............ 50
Gurney Scale Co., Ham'.ton, Out....................... 18
Gutta Percha A Rubber Mfg. Co., Toronto.... 21

Cairns, Bernard, Toronto..............................
Canada Chemical Mfg. Co., London. Ont.

Dominion Belting Co., Hamilton. Ont. 
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.... 
Drummond, McCall A Co., Montreal..

Humiliant Steel Car A Engineering Co., Hamil
ton, Ont............................................................ 48

Hamilton Facing Mills Co., Hamilton. Ont.......  obc
Hamilton Pattern Works, Hamilton, Ont.. .. 18
Hamilton Steel A Iron Co.. Hamilton, Ont___ 12
Hay, Peter, Knife Co., Galt, Ont...................... 54
Hore, F. W. A Son, Hamilton, Ont.................... 60

j Horsburgh A Scott, Cleveland, Ohio.................. 18
I Hunt, Robert W. A Co., Chicago, 111.................... 19

1

50 Edwards, Morgan A Co., Toronto..............
5‘..' Electrical Construction Co., London, Ont..

I Imperial Oil Co.. Petrolea, Ont... 
I!l j International-Acheson-Graphite 
111 Falls, Ont................................

EXPORT TRADE
KELLY’S DIRECTORY

OF

Merchants, Manufacturers and Shippers of the World
Price, $13.50 delivered

Annually by Kelly’s Directories, Lid., London, Eng.

The lists cover every country. With each country will be found classified lists 
of the Consuls. Banks, Manufacturers, Importers, Exporters, Merchants, Brokers, 
Shipping Agents, and. other trades of importance to Exporters and Importers, 
together with a concise statistical account of its financial position, its ports 
and principal towns — with a short topographical account and the population 
of each. All trade headings are given in English, French, and the prevailing com
mercial language spoken in the country taken, so that the book can be readily used 
by people in any country. These features are not to be found in any other Directory, 
and are the means of making it readily understood in all countries.

It is the only Directory containing a fully representative Canadian and United 
States section that circulates abroad, and the frequent mention of the book in con
sular reports proves the extent to which it is consulted bv purchasers in all parts of 
the world.

The publishers hold the British Royal Warrant, and the British Government 
Offices and the more important Consulates are supplied with a copy of the book.

Kelly Publishing Company
Head OfRce, LONDON, W.O., England

and ai New York, Haris. Hamburg, Melbourne, Sydney, Dunedin, Cape Town, Buenos Ayres, etc., etc.

Dominion Branch. 70 Dunn Ave, Toronto W. P. Dent. Manager.

Hydraulic Presses e 
Power Screw Presses 
Filter Presses

William R. Perrin
AND

Company, Limited,
TORONTO, Canada.

When Writing Advertiser* Vienne Mention The ("nnadltin Manufacturer.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS (Continued).

Jaidine, A. 13. A Co., Hespeler, Ont................. 18
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbue, Ohio......................... 8
Johnson, C. H. A Sons, St. Henry, Que................ 18
Jones A Glassco, Montreal..................................... -1
Jones A Moore Electric Co., Toronto.................. 11

K

McCullough-Dalzell Crucible Co.. Pittsburg, Pa. 51 
McDougall, John, Caledonian Iron Works Co.,

Montreal...........................................................
McGuire, W. J. Limited, Toronto and Montreal '-'0
McKenzie ' . Guelph, Ont.................................. 18
McKinnon Dash A Metal Works Co., St. Cath

arines. Ont........ ................................................ obc
McLaren, D. K„ Limited. Montreal and Toronto, ibc

Raymond, C.W., Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio ........ 44
Richards Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que....................... 18
Robb Engineering Co., Amherst, N.8.................. 4
Rolland Paper Co., Montreal................................ Iti

S

Kahn, Gustave. Toronto..................................... 19
Kelly's Directories, Toronto and London Eng. 58
Kent, P., Montreal................................................ 18
Kerr Engine Co , ’Veikerville, Ont...................... 8
Koppel, Arthu- Co., New York............................. 48

L

Laurie Engine & Machine Co., Montreal.............. ifc
Leonard, E. A Sons, Montreal............................... 50
Leslie, A. C. A Co., Montreal.......................... obc
Lockerby A McCorab, Montreal.......................... 18
London Machine Tool Co., Hamilton, Ont..........  21
Lowell Crayon Co., Lowell, Maas........................ 18
Lysaght, John, Limited, Bristol, Eng., and 

Montreal...........................................................

M

N

Neff, A. C. A Co., Toronto......................................
New York Cigarette Machine Co., New York. ..
Nichols Chemical Co., Limited, Montreal..........
Northern Aluminum Co., Shawinigan Falls,

Que., and Pittsburg, Pa................................
Nova Scotia Steel A Coal Co., New Glasgow, N.S.

O

Oakey. John A Sons. London, England............
Oliver,iW. H. A Co., Toronto...........................
Ontario Lime Association, Toronto.....................
Ontario Wind Engine A Pump Co., Toronto. . . .
Orford Copper Co., New York, N.Y..................
Otis-Fensom Elevator Co., Toronto..................

P
Manufacturers' List Co., Toronto..................... 19
Marion A Marion, Montreal................................... 19
Metal Shingle A Siding Co., Preston, Ont............ 1*0 (
Metallic Roofing Co., Toronto.............................. 19 1
Milieu, John A Son, Montreal........................  49
Miller, W. L. A Co., Montreal.............................. 50
Mitchell, Charles H., C.E., Toronto...................... 19
Monongabela River Consolidated Coal A Coke

Co., Buffalo N.Y............................................... 51
Montreal Fire Brick A Terra Cotta Works,

Montreal ......................................................... 18
Morris Machine Works, Baldwinsville, N.Y........ 8
Morrow, John, Screw, Limited, Ingersoll, Ont.. . 10

Packard Electric Co., St. Catharines, Ont............
Parke, Roderick J., Toronto..............................
Parmenter A Bulloch Co., Gauanoque, Out ..
Paterson Mfg. Co., Toronto...................................
Pennsylvania Fire Brick Co.. Beech Creek, Pa.. . 
Perrin, William R„ A Co., Toronto and Chicago.

Phillips,Eugene F.,Electrical Works. Montreal.. . 
Pullan, E„ Toronto......................... .......................

Q
Queen City Oil Co., Toronto. . .......................... .

19
ibc
82

18
12

14
3

5U
18
16
54

11
19
Is

Sadler & Haworth, Montreal.. ..........................
Senator Mill Mfg. Co., Gu't, Ont..........................
Sheldons, Limited, Galt, Ont.................................
Sieinon Bros., Wiarton, Ont ................................
Simonds Heating A Specialty Co., Detroit,

Mich...................................................................
Smart-Turner Machine Co., Hamilton, Ont.........
Smith's Falls Malleable Castings Co., Smith's

Falla, Ont...........................................................
Standard Engineering Co., Toronto....................
Stevens Co., Galt, Ont.............................................
Stowe-Fuller Co.. Cleveland, Ohio......................

T

Toronto A Hamilton Electrio Co., Hamilton, Ont. 
Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., Cornwall, Ont................
Toronto Stump A Stencil Works, Toronto.........
Toronto Testing Laboratory, Toronto ..............
Triinont Mfg. Co. Roxbury, Muss........................
Trussed Conc'ste Steel Co., Toronto................

U

15
50
ifc
IK

18
51

11
19
18
19
22
20

21
51

Union Drawn Steel Co., Hamilton. Onf. 
United Fire Brick Co., Pittsburg, Pi..

53
10
50

W
Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Ont . 
Whitman A Barnes Mfg. Co., St. Catharines,Ont.
Williamson, John W„ Montreal..........................
Winn A Holland, Limited, Montreal..................
Wire A Cable Co., Montreal...................................

12
22

52
10

OTIS ELEVATORS
FOB. ALL DUTIES

Electric, Hydraulic, Belt, Steam 
and Hand Power

Manufactukbi> bv

OTIS-FENSOM ELEVATOR COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office, TORONTO, ONT. Works, HAMILTON. ONT.

THE PETER HAY KNIFE CO., Limited
HALT, ONT.

Manufacturera of

MACHINE KINIVEi
For WOOD WORKING,

PAPER CUTTING and LEATHER SPLITTING 
MACHINES.

BARK and RAG KNIVES. Etc , Etc.. Etc.

Quality Warranted. 

Send for Price List.

When Writing Advertiser» Plense Mention The Cnnndlan Manufacturer.

SHEAR BLADES,
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Genuine Oak Belting
Balata Belting 

English Card Clothing

Full Stock in Each City

D. K. McLaren, Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig W. 200 King w. 418 Abbot St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
21 8t. Peter 8t. 64 F rince William 8t.

M ATI O ET The following are the F actot y 1 nspectore for the 
I IWCi Province of Uutario:

J AS. T. BURKK. Parliament Buildings. Toronto.
ARTHUR XV. HOLMES. Parliament Buildings, Toronto.
ROBERT HUNuKRKORl), Pirliament Buildings Toronto. 
MARGARET CARLYLE, Parliament Buildings. Toronto.
MRS. JAS. R. BROWN. Parliament Buildings Toronto. 
THOMAS KIRLTY. Hroekvllle. Ont.
HENRY CLARKE. 385Cent'al Ave., London, Ont.
S. J. MALLION, Stratford. Ont.
F UEO K ELLON 0. 157 Wellington St. 8.. Hamilton. Ont.
H. J. TUTT. Kail Toronto. Out.

Parsons having business with any of the Inspectors will find them at 
he above addr ess. HON. NELSON MONTEITH, Minister of Agriculture.

B. & W. Patent nAIT 17 D C 
Water-Tube DUlLJuilij

Specially designed for the

RAPID, ECONOMICAL AND SAFE

Generation of Si earn up to the 
highest pressure*-.

Over 7,000,000 H.P. In use.

Babcock & Wilcox,
1.IM1TKD

HKAI1 OKKICK KOR CANADA:

New York Life Bldg , MONTREAL.
Branch—Traders Bank Bldg., TORONTO.

CIGARETTE MACHINES
Made under Letters Patent of the Dominion of Canada,

No. 101,408, Oct. :»th, 1906,
No. 101,401», Oct. 9th, 1906,
No. 109,936, Jan. 28th, 1908, 

may he obtained in Canada from

Messrs. Robert Gardner & Son, Limited
Nazareth Street, MONTREAL

Sole licensees to manufacture these machines in 
Canada, to whom all enquiries may be addressed.

The New York Cigarette Machine Co.
133 Reade Street, NEW YORK

Save Your Money by getting DEATH & WATSON
Report* and Estimates made on all kinds 

of Lighting, Power and Storage Mattery 
Propositions. We are also prepared to 
undertake Installations.

Electrical Engineers and Contractors 
25 Jarvis Street, TORONTO

To Design and Install Your

ILLUMINATING and POWER SYSTEMS

The Evolution of the Ambursen Dam fronplie Wooden Frame Dam. It is tight, in
destructible, double the factor of safety of any Solid Dam and costs less to build.
AMBURSEN HYDRAULIC CONSTRUCTION CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED - 519 Coristine Building, Montreal

When Writing Advert leer* Plrnwr Mention The t'nnaillnn Manufnctnrer.



QUEEN CITY OIL CO:
TORONTO.

umited, lubricating
AND

REFINED OIL
Established 1840

BRADSTREET’S
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000

Oftleiih Throughout the Civilized World.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES,

345 1348 Broadway. New York City.U.S A
CORKRSPONORNCK INVITKI».

OFFICES IN CANADA :

Calgary, Alta.

Hallfan, N.S. Hamilton, Ont.

London, Ont. Montreal, Quo.

Ottawa, Ont. Quebec, Que.

St. John, N.B. Toronto, Ont.
Vancouver. B.C. Winnipeg, Man.

THOMAS C. IRVING, Cen’l Manager Western Canada

TORONTO.

THE BOILER INSPECTION 
and INSURANCE CO. of CANADA

CONTINENTAL LIFE BUILDING

TORONTO

Thirty Yean' liperience at Consulting Engineers

Toronto, ju»t November, 1903.
THE BOILER INSPECTION A. INSURANCE CO. 

OF CANADA.
Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs :
We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor 

of aolh inst. enclosing cheque for 86300. in full 
patinent of loss under your Policy No. 9131 
caused by the explosion of our boiler th'*e days 
ago. Also of your favor of 19th inst. : enclosing 
cheque lor *50. being the additional insurance on 
the lives of the Engineer and Fireman w ho were 
killed, payable to us, under the policy, for their 
representatives.

Assuring you of our high app-ecialion of 
your prompt and satisfactory settlement of this 
io". We are,

Yours truly,

UNITED FACTORIES, LIMITED,
per Kmil C. Boeekli. Prist. <& Cen’l Manager.

Malleable
Iron

Castings
QUALITY AND SERVICE 

GUARANTEED

McKinnon Dash & 
Metal Works Co.,

LIMITED

ST CATHARINES

Write for Catalogue

SINGLE AND DUPLEX PUMPS
CONDENSERS AND TRAVELLING CRANES

The SMART-TURNER 
MACHINE CO., Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.

“QUEEN’S HEAD”
AND

“SOUTHERN CROSS ”
Dead Flat Steel Sheets for 

particular work

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited
MAKERS

A C LESLIE & CO , Limited

Canadian Manager

TRADE MARK

BRISTOL’S
REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE.

PATENT STAGGERED POINT

STEEL BELT LACING
FOR ALL KINDS OF BELTS

READY TO APPLY FINISHED JOINT

TI K I'KItKF.CT Hkl.T FA8TKXKH 

MADK IN ALL 81ZI«8 

FOR OKNKRAL USE ON-

LEATHER, RUBBER AND COTTON, AND 
WOVEN BELTS

8AVK8 1IKLTH. TIMK AND MONK Y

Send for Froo Samples and Catalog

THE BRISTOL CO.
WATER BURY, CONN.

Smith’s Falls MalieaLle 
Castings Company, Limited

J CAPACITY 8,000 TONS |

MANUFACTURERS

OF

MALLEABLE
IRON

CASTINGS

Smith’s Falls, Ont., Can.

PATENTSfetherstonhauch&co
■ * * ■ ■«■■ ■ W THEOLDCSTABLISHeDFIBM


